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FEED FACTS & FANCIES
Balancing Minerals to Build the Best Hoof
by Carole Herder

Mineral deficiency can be a major problem for domestic horses. 
Deficiency or imbalance of minerals inhibits the formation 
of enzymes that support immune function, digestion, glucose 
metabolism, and overall health, including the quality of bone, muscle 
and hoof tissue. To build health from the foundation, we must work 
toward overall nutrition and mineral balance. Read on as Carole 
Herder, owner of Cavallo Horse & Rider Inc., explains. 

DO IT YOURSELF
Make Your Own Poison Ivy Treatment
by Katharine Chrisley Schreiber

Poison ivy, oak and sumac all contain a resin that causes the 
sometimes-violent reaction called poisoning. Fortunately, nature 
provides several readily available treatment options for those wishing 
to avoid harsh chemical-based antidotes. Follow this simple recipe 
from Katherine Chrisley Schreiber, manager of Dharmahorse natural 
horse support center and sanctuary, to make a drawing and drying 
remedy to treat initial weeping and itching that occurs after exposure.

There’s nothing like bathing in the morning 
magic after a cold storm. Meike, Menno and 
Saphire are Friesian stallions who live free in 
a bachelor herd in the forests of the Northern 
California coast. It’s not often that they see 
snow, but when they do, they do not hesitate 
to take advantage of the morning sun. You 
can see more of them on Facebook and 
Instagram @laurazugzda.
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Honoring the special animal 
souls who have touched our lives
Goodbye and Thank You, 
My Sweet Prince, Shawnee
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AT HOME wITH HOMEOPATHY
Stress Less: Homeopathy to Help Horses 
(and You!) Cope
by Char Raby

Life is stressful. More so these days, it seems, than the days of yore. 
We all, humans and non-humans alike, experience stress differently 
and in turn react differently—physically, mentally, and emotionally. 
Careful management and attention to husbandry, combined with 
homeopathic treatment, can prove successful in resolving many 
of these emotional problems. Learn more with these insights from 
Holistic Health Care Practitioner Char Raby.

BARN BuDDIES
Teaching Your Dog To “Leave It”
by Anthony Stokes
The “leave it” command can and should be an important part of your 
dog’s vocabulary. It can be a very useful command to keep your dogs 
out of trouble and to disengage with whatever behavior they may be 
about to practice. Teaching the “leave it” is very simple. Get started 
with this step-by-step article by Anthony Stokes, Training Director 
and Co-Owner at Lead Your K9, a training and boarding operation 
based in Orwigsburg, Pennsylvania.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Amidst the hustle and bustle of the holiday 
season, I’ve been taking a little time to 

reflect. To take pride in the fact that I succeeded 
in fulfilling my 2018 New Year’s resolution 
(starting a small business). To consider how, 
moving forward, I can shape the life I want while 
remaining appreciative of what I have. That 
last one is a tall order, and, in case you haven’t 
noticed, there’s a lot of advice circulating 
about how to do it, especially on social 
media. This is one reason that I’ve become very 
selective about who and what I allow in my Feed. 

Years ago, some words of wisdom came my 
way and caused me to begin following a 
motivational speaker who promotes minimalism. 
I gained a better understanding of what mini-
malism is (a mindful approach to removing 
excess from your life with the goal of making 
room for what you truly value) and what it’s 
not (deprivation). A lot to think about, but once 
you understand the difference, you can apply 
minimalism to one area of your life at a time…
a cluttered closet, your schedule, or even your 
mind…and begin reaping the benefits.

It’s a novel concept, especially in a time when 
being “busy” is seen as a badge of honor and 
consumerism the norm, but natural horseman-
ship lends itself to this principle quite well. 
Consider a few of the articles waiting for you 
in this issue: On page 47 Pam Sourelis explains 
what happens when we relinquish our plans and 
expectations and simply hold a peaceful space 
with our horse. Tie downs and draw reins have 
no place in Glenn Stewart’s recipe for a supple, 
rounded horse, which can be found on page 8. 
Reiki, likewise, is defined by an uncomplicated 
application. You can learn more from practitioner 
Kathleen Prasad on page 57. 

If you’re thinking the principles of minimalism 
might have a place in your life, be forewarned: 
it can be (really) difficult to let go…of people, 
items, habits…even if they clearly don’t support 
our best self. But rest assured the benefits are 
there, and will quickly erase any doubt you 
may have. This year I challenge you to honestly 
assess at least one area of your life: your 
relationships, belongings, your horsemanship. 
Pledge to part with the things that don’t sup-
port your mind, body, and soul. Identify what 
really matters, what doesn’t, and make time for 
the important stuff, with no regrets.  

We’d love to hear what you’ll be making time 
(or space!) for this year—drop us an email at 
publisher@natualhorse.com—you just might 
see your answer in an upcoming issue of NHM!
As always, we hope that you enjoy this issue.

Jennie Kramer
Senior Editor

www.facebook.com/
naturalhorseMagazine

8,478 likes

Happy
everybody!

http://www.facebook.com/NaturalHorseMagazine
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Havasupai
Horses
2018/07/05

Learn about the abuse and neglect of the 
Grand Canyon Havasupai Falls Equines. 
Host Lisa Ross-Williams interviews Karen 
Pomroy, Founder of Equine Voices Rescue, 
in this 35-minute video podcast. Karen wrote 
the article “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: 
The truth behind Grand Canyon’s Havasupai 
Falls” for Natural Horse Magazine’s summer 
2018 issue. www.naturalhorse.com

https://vimeo.com/ 
275088642

Flower
essences
2018/21/08

Learn about the affordable, easy to use Flower 
Essences to help humans and animals with 
their emotional state. Host Lisa Ross- 
Williams interviews Harrah Carey in this 
35-minute video podcast. Karen wrote the 
article “A Case for Flower Essences” for 
Natural Horse Magazine’s fall 2018 issue.
www.naturalhorse.com

https://vimeo.com/ 
286204637

calming Herbs 
For stress
in Horses

Far too many equines live in a constant 
state of stress. Learn about (5) common 
stress herbs for use in horses. Host Lisa Ross-
Williams interviews Susan Livesey from 
Natural Sage Herbs. Susan wrote the article 
“Calming Herbs to Manage Stress in Horses” 
for Natural Horse Magazine’s Jan/Feb/March 
2019 issue. www.naturalhorse.com 

https://vimeo.com/ 
308575315
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FEaTuRE aRTIcLE

I’ve been very fortunate to have ridden and 
worked with many horses across Canada, United 
States, Mexico and Brazil. At a quick count, 25 
different horse breeds that I can remember. On 
one occasion I rode 30 stallions the day I arrived 
at a very fancy breeding and training facility. 
They kept bringing them, and I kept riding them. 
I was like a little kid in a candy store. The horses 
ranged in price from $30,000 to $120,000. They 
were all rode in English tack and most with 
a double bridle, two bits and four reins. The 
horses were led in to me one at a time, because 
the horses were doing most of the leading. 

When I got on to ride the head trainer kept 
saying “More contact, more contact!” Now I’m 
not little, and the horse had two bits in his mouth 

This photo shows the horse is supple and round as he is engaged in an uphill canter with lightness and ease.  

The Supple & 
Rounded 
HoRse
 ParT 2

by Glenn Stewart

In the last issue I spoke of what I think supple and 
rounded is: a horse who is mentally, emotionally 

and physically balanced. Suppleness comes before 
roundness in the order of preparation. The suppleness 
is soft, bendable and maneuverable. The roundness is 
a way a horse carries himself, a shape and muscling 
developed over time. Everything we do from day 
one, on the ground or on their back, should promote 
suppleness and roundness. There are many ways to 
help a horse achieve this. 
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This stallion is showing softness and suppleness on line, his body is rounded vertically and laterally, the line has a nice 
belly in it, and in general the horse is carrying himself well.

and as far as I was concerned I already had way 
too much contact. It felt like I had both feet in the 
radiator trying to pull the steering wheel off. The 
horses had been ridden a long time in a way that 
pulled them into a frame, super athletic horses 
with no mental or emotional preparation for the 
physical look the trainers were aiming for. 

I tried to sit on one of the stallions with a loose 
rein and give him a rub. That ended in the horse 
being so completely lost about the unusual 
occurrence of a loose rein and a rub that he 
spun around every which way, tangled his feet 
and fell over with me on him. It happened in 
seconds and I found out very quickly that I had 
30 stallions that needed a lot of help. (I might 
mention, it was over 40 degrees Celsius and 100 
percent humidity. The only English words the 
locals knew were ‘more contact’ and ‘tranquil’ 
but neither word seemed to match in any way 
what was going on or needed.) The training 
facility was trying to develop round and supple 
horses, but two very important ingredients were 
missing. It was a very big adventure.
Supple and round starts on the ground. Deter-

mining how soft, bendable and maneuverable 
your horse is is very easy. When a person leads 
their horse, the horse should stay with them—
not ahead or behind—at a walk, trot or canter 
on a loose line. They should be connected to 
the handler, not the rope, in case one day the 
horse is at Liberty with no rope at all. In the 
meantime, I have a snap or clip on the end of 
my lead line that clips to the halter. When I ask 
my horse to do something such as lead, circle, 
side pass, change direction at any gait, my goal 
is to have them do the maneuver with the clip 
hanging straight down and a ‘belly,’ or float, in 
the rope. In other words, there is no tension on 
the lead. 
 
For example, when I circle a horse the clip 
hangs straight down and the horse is bent 
towards me. Also, I like the horse to circle 
while I stand still and he moves around me at 
whatever gait I’ve asked for. If the head is high 
and away from me, the rope is tight, the clip 
is pulled parallel to the ground, then it is easy 
to see there is tension on the rope and in the 
horse. He is learning to be tight, braced, and 
is not learning how to carry himself and hold 
a circle. He is not soft and relaxed, and is 
developing the wrong kind of muscling and a 
long way from supple and round. A horse who 
carries himself moves dramatically different 

This stallion’s mental and emotional states are solid, 
calm, and engaged. His posture and cadence are smooth; 
he is supple, easily rounded, and not fighting to be leveled 
out in a hollow-backed, nose-out flight-or-fight response.

http://www.thehorseranch.com/
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and much more beautifully than one who is 
carried by us and our equipment. Many horses 
who are asked to change direction on the 
ground and in the saddle do it with a stiff and 
braced neck. For example, when the lead line 
or rein is picked up to ask for a change of direc-
tion the feet turn but the head and neck stay stiff 
and braced. The horse has changed direction but 
did it without being soft and supple. 

One saying I like to keep in mind and use 
is “softness before, during, and after the 
maneuver.” Which then I guess we could 
say the horse must have been supple for that 
maneuver. The lead line or rein is connected 
to the head, which is attached to the neck of 
the horse, so if there is suppleness in the head, 
the neck should yield softly, bending in the 
direction of change and then the feet will 
follow if asked. When leading a horse, again, 
the lead line should be loose—clip hanging 
down and the horse matching my pace, fast 
or slow at either of my shoulders or behind, 
wherever I have chosen him to be. A horse 
who comes with you or does these exercises 
in this manner is in a much better mental and 
emotional state to be supple. The opposite of 
this picture is the handler hanging on tightly 
to the clip and the horse dragging the handler 

along for the ride or the horse dragging 
along behind or out to the side, going wherever 
he wants.

When I’m out enjoying all the many horses, 
I keep in mind the exercises and time spent 
should promote understanding and confidence. 
I have to notice where the clip is; if the head 
and neck are bent softly in the direction asked, 
is the horse carrying himself or is it me and my 
equipment? For me, supple and round starts on 
the ground and carries into the riding, not one 
or the other.

Happy Horsemanship, 

Glenn Stewart

About the author:
Glenn offers year-round horsemanship programs 
at his facility, The Horse Ranch, near Fort Saint 
John, BC and is available to travel for clinics, 
demonstrations, events and corporate leadership. 
Long-term study and professional programs are 
also available. Visit www.thehorseranch.com 
for more information or call 250-789-3072

Watch a fantastic Horsemanship 
Demonstration with Glenn Stewart 

and Arizona at The Mane Event.  
https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=mR9bXTFCJn8&t=206s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mR9bXTFCJn8&t=206s
http://www.naturalhorse.com
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PONy ExPREss 

This barn sour horse of mammoth design
has tossed me for the very last time.
The warning signs I did not heed
have landed me in this tumbleweed.

She was agitated when she made her pitch, 
depositing me in a weed-filled ditch.
Then she headed for home, terminating our ride, 
while I gathered up my cowboy pride.

Lots of folks with common horse sense
gave me advice, but I was dense.
They were all correct, it would appear
so it’s back to the basics. The buck stops here!

by Harold Roy Miller

About the author:  
Harold Roy Miller was born in 
Mississippi, raised in Arizona, and 
now lives with his wife in Nevada 
on a small ranch raising gaited 
horses. Harold is a security guard for 
the Nevada National Guard and he 
also writes cowboy poetry, mostly 
about horses, for fun.
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The
Buck 
stops 
here

mailto:dhmiller@pyramid.net
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FEED FacTs & FaNcIEs

Balancing 
     Minerals

by Carole Herder

to Build the Best Hoof

Photo: Stefan Linshttps://creativecom
m

ons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.0/legalcode. 
R

etrieved from
 Flickr.com

. 
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InnovatIve
slow feed creatIons
enrIchment products & more!

TheHayPillow.com   888.489.0022
View our entire product line At:

standard hay pIllow

nose-It

bale nets

clIcK here
to watch vIdeo!

everything is connected
Horses extract what is required for their health 
and fitness from the earth. Plants grown in the 
earth feed the cellular structure that is encapsu-
lated within and of our horses’ hides. Mineral 
deficiency can be a major problem for domestic 
horses. Deficiency or imbalance of minerals 
inhibits the formation of enzymes that support 
immune function, digestion, glucose metabolism, 
and overall health, including the quality of 
bone, muscle and hoof tissue. The common 
deficiencies are magnesium, chromium, copper, 
zinc and selenium. Be aware that this is not a 
simple situation where more is better, because 
something like too much calcium can cause a 
magnesium deficiency. Your horse is a dynamic 
living ecosystem. Her body is composed of 
and conditioned to that which makes up the 
environment. It’s a symbiotic relationship.

Healthy horses instinctively try to balance, and 
self regulate. If we observe horses left to roam 
freely, we may see that they find plants that 
are growing in calcium-rich soils, and then 
travel miles in another direction to munch plants 
abundant in phosphorus. This is important 
because it supports balance in their system. 
Now, let’s say you give your horse a supple-
ment that claims to improve hoof health by 

providing zinc. If your horse is lacking in 
stable mineral content, he will use that zinc in a 
general application throughout the body, mean-
ing that you may not see results in the hoof 
tissue specifically. If there is a pre-existing 
imbalance, his system is unable to send the 
nutrients to specific areas. 

Feed Your Horse’s Feet
Changes in animal feed, climate, farming 
and food-processing methods, soil conditions, 

water quality and weather patterns, as well 
as increased use of genetic engineering and 
toxic pesticides, all have a negative effect on  
the quality of food available.

Many say that horses eating good quality 
pasture or hay take in all the nutrient energy 
needed. This is not so, because many fields 
producing hay are not only negatively affected 
by the conditions mentioned above, but also 
overworked to the point that the hay no longer 
contains natural vitamins, minerals, proteins, 

We now understand that hooves 
are blood pumping devices 

meant to circulate blood throughout 
the hoof and back up to the heart. 
This is a full circulatory system. 
A fully functioning nutritional 
arrangement that operates most 
effectively when properly fueled. 
It’s like the gasoline in your car. 
If you’re racing a Maserati, the fuel 
requirements are different from 
your occasionally-used farm truck. 

Increased use of toxic pesticides has been shown to have a negative effect on food quality. 

Photo: Kay Ledbetter
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/legalcode. 
Retrieved from Flickr.com.

https://vimeo.com/242765961
https://www.thehaypillow.com
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good bacteria, and enzymes necessary for a 
healthy horse.

Build from the ground Up
Building health from the foundation, we must 
work toward overall nutrition and mineral 
balance. The interesting thing is that once overall 
health is achieved, specific things like weak 
hoof integrity disappear. You haven’t fed him an 
explicit hoof supplement and yet hoof strength 
increases and he’s heathier overall. 

Of course, we can’t just turn our horses loose 
and say, “Go look for nutrition.” My horses 
would have a very long way to travel because 
we live in a rain forest and much of what they 
require from the earth gets washed away. You 
could try emulating the benefits provided by 
a natural environment by offering your horse 
free choice of the four main ingredients that 
boost sufficient mineral content: salt, calcium, 
phosphorous and trace minerals (which include 
copper, chromium, fluoride, iodine, iron, mo-
lybdenum, manganese, selenium and zinc). 
You may be astonished to find he will chow 
down on one thing for a period and then sud-
denly not touch it and move on to something 
else. Self regulation. Then, after gobbling up the 

other thing, he stops. He has achieved a mineral 
balance and now if you wanted to focus on a 
certain area, you could provide a supplement 
and it would be utilized effectively.

Your Horse is not a cow
If this seems cumbersome, there are some very 
good compounds created by reputable compa-
nies that can make it easy to offer your horse 
free-choice minerals. Just watch out for bogus 
marketing schemes. Don’t fall for things like the 
salt block. Horses don’t have the same tongues 
as cows, who are able to extract the salt off the 
lick. Additionally, there are often toxic binding 
agents in the mix to hold the block together, 
which further compromise your horse’s system.  
I’ve even seen claims that certain salt blocks 
include appropriate minerals. Very question-
able. Pelletized feed can fall into this category 
as well. While touting mineral richness when 
there’s hardly enough to make a difference, 
they include glues and other binding agents in 
the manufacturing process that threaten health.  

Consider your horse’s activity, age, health, 
digestive issues and level of fitness. It’s unfair 
to ask your horse to perform on a level beyond 
his physiological capability.

As nature intended, horses should be fed 
regularly to keep their digestive systems func-
tioning. Watch for any mastication problems 
and make sure the teeth are sound. Avoid moldy, 
musty, dusty, frozen and sweet feed. Watch 
his manure for changes in colour, quantity, 
consistency and odor. Notice his behavior, the 
quality of his coat, the brightness in his eye 
and particularly his contentment and level of 
energy. Make sure horses have a plentiful 
supply of fresh water available. If your water 
quality is questionable, get it tested for 
infectious organisms, such as Salmonella, or 
toxicity. Consult a veterinarian to determine 
if there is any cause for concern. 

above all, Have Fun
Ride your horse often, have loads of fun and 
as always, use Cavallo Hoof Boots to provide 
safety, protection and shock absorption. 

If you are like me, having a horse in your life 
brings you enormous joy and satisfaction. This 
sort of well-being is only achieved through the 
touch, sound, smell and sheer energy of being 
around these precious animals. What a privilege! 
Please don’t get daunted by this information. 
In many ways, taking care of horses is pretty 
simple. We just need to keep abreast of new 
information and be willing to make changes 
when appropriate. I, personally, am learning 
all the time and am dedicated to sharing what 
I learn with you. 

About the author:
Carole Herder is the author of the #1 International 
Bestseller There Are No Horseshoes in Heaven. 
Carole has been involved in horse health since 1993. 
Her company, Cavallo Horse & Rider Inc. develops, 
manufactures and distributes horse products in 26 
countries worldwide. Carole designed and developed 
Cavallo Hoof Boots and Total Comfort System 
Saddle Pads. Providing comfort for horses is 
Carole’s passion. She presents trainings around 
the world on the benefits of keeping horses in their 
natural state. Ms. Herder is the honoured recipient 
of the Royal Bank of Canada Woman Entrepreneur 
of the Year Award. She is a Trail Blazer and a proud 
member of the Women’s Presidents Organization, 
supporting female entrepreneurs in every industry. 
For more information, visit www.cavallo-inc.com 
to download your free Q&A, listing the 20 most 
often asked barefoot questions.

Many say that horses 
eating good quality 

pasture or hay take in 
all the nutrient energy 

needed. This is not so.
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Don’t fall for things like the salt block. Horses don’t have the same tongues as cows, who are able to extract 
the salt off the lick.
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http://www.Cavallo-inc.com
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Winter   grooming
by Stefanie Reinhold

The naTural Way Photo: U
S Fish & W

ildlife Service. Public dom
ain im

age.
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CliCk Here
to watch video

A horse without a winter coat, 
double-blanketed and used to 

a heated stall all his life, appeared 
at my doorstep, so to speak, two 
years ago to join my herd of pas-
ture-dwelling wooly mammoths. It 
was December and the Wisconsin 
winter did not treat neatly groomed 
and ‘show-ring-ready’ “Fredi” kindly. 
This first winter, he had to wear 
several layers of blankets, while my 
other horses frolicked about in 
their thick furs, happily steaming 
out of their nostrils, coating their 
whiskers in ice.

This will be Fredi’s third winter as an unclipped outdoor horse in the 
Midwest; he is adjusting nicely and I hope he will be able to be without 
a blanket this winter. In this article, I’d like to share my tips on how 
to keep your horse’s winter coat lush and (relatively) clean, and how to 
groom for wellbeing and good looks…all with natural, easy methods.
Let’s start by looking at the question:

Does my horse need a blanket?
Blankets, at first glance, seem to solve several problems at once. One, 
they keep your horse clean (correct) and two, they keep your horse warm 
(not correct).

Here are some reasons to opt out of blankets* 
for good:

1 Blankets keep your horse from growing a warm winter coat. If your 
goal is natural horse care and an outdoor life for your horse, your horse 

will need his winter coat.

2 Your horse’s ability to stay warm partly depends on ‘mechanisms’ in 
his coat that make the hair stand up as it gets colder, giving him that 

fluffy look. The fluffy coat traps air and the air warms up, keeping your 
horse warm, much like a fluffy winter coat does for us. Weighing down 
the coat with a blanket is counter-productive, meaning once you start do-
ing so and your horse’s coat is flat, your horse is cold and you will want to 
put on the blanket…a vicious cycle.

3 Many blankets do not fit very well and cause sometimes-irrepara-
ble damage to the nuchal ligament in the lower neck, to cartilage 

and skin.

4 Blankets can introduce the risk of injury. Many horses get hung up on 
their blanket or get a foot stuck in the blanket when rolling.

Blankets keep your 
horse from growing 
a warm winter coat. 
If your goal is natural 
horse care and an 
outdoor life for your 
horse, your horse will 
need his winter coat. 

Photo: N
adine.

https://youtu.be/lh8iu0CL6EI
http://www.theperfecthorse.net
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Grooming for Wellness
The number one reason to groom—even in the winter, when battling mud, 
ice, and thick coats that trap debris seems like an uphill battle—is that 
grooming helps keep your horse healthy! 

Increase blood circulation
With every skillfully applied stroke, you will increase blood circulation 
to tissues and release tiny adhesions between skin and fascia. Example: 
If you have ever been to a skilled massage therapist, you may have felt 
years younger after the massage. The reason: Adhesions and restrictions 
were released and your body overall felt like you did when you were 
much younger.

Increased blood circulation also contributes to healthy hair growth and—
by increased oxygenation and nutrient delivery to the tissues—can help 
keep inflammation and oxidative stress at bay. The result: A glowing, 
healthy looking horse in the spring!

Prevent skin disorders
Your horse’s winter coat consists of different types of hair, a softer un-
derlayer and longer hairs that function like rain pipes, funneling wetness 
over the coat and onto the ground. This multi-layered winter coat easily 
traps small particles like dust, sand, debris, hay pieces, shavings and—
especially in combination with sweating on a warmer day—provides the 
ideal environment for fungi, microbes, and parasites that cause itchy skin 
conditions.

The solution: Provide basic winter grooming at least three times per week 
and your horse’s healthy skin will be able to defend itself against skin 
disorders.

Notice issues or small injuries early
In the summer, when the coat is thin and we see every nook and cranny on 
our horse’s body, it is easy to spot smaller abrasions, bruises, swelling or 
wounds. The winter coat, however, masks many smaller issues. While you 
carefully groom your horse in the winter, you have the opportunity to look 
and feel for issues that would pass you by at first glance.

Release ‘feel good’ hormones
and create a bond
Last, not least: Emotional well being is essential for your horse. The calm-
er and more trusting your horse feels, the better your experience with your 
horse in other areas—may it be riding, longing, competing, or getting on a 
trailer. Winter time is a perfect time to strengthen the bond and help your 
horse release those ‘feel good’ hormones, endorphins, that keep his heart 
rate and cortisol levels low. Added benefit: This is also true for the groom. 
Grooming thoughtfully while enjoying the time with your horse can also 
be a ‘feel good factor’ for you!

How to Groom Your (Unclipped) 
Horse in the Winter

GRoomING THe WINTeR coAT

1. curry, curry, curry

a. Currying with a flexible rubber curry loosens up the coat and 
prepares it for brushing. It also helps dislodge dust, dander and 
debris and increases blood flow.

b. Curry in a circular motion, starting with the head (if your horse 
likes it) and working over the entire body toward the tail.

c. TIP: 
i. Do not use metal or plastic curries! They can cause micro-cuts and 

are uncomfortable to the horse.
ii. Knock your curry against the wall or floor to remove dust and dirt 

from the curry every few strokes.

2. Brush

a. Brushing with a medium-stiff to stiff natural fiber brush will 
remove most of the dirt in the horse’s coat. This type of brush 
will also add to the massage effect.

b. Brush in long strokes with the direction of hair growth, brushing 
your brush against your curry every couple of strokes to remove 
dirt from the brush.

c. TIP: Do not use plastic bristle brushes. These bristles develop 
cracks that cut into your horse’s skin like mini-knives, damage the 
hair and create static.

3. Dust

a. To take it up a notch, or when you need your horse to look 
spectacular, follow up with a finer natural bristle brush to 
remove dust.

mANe AND TAIl

1. The dock and mane crest

The dock of the tail and crest of the mane can collect dust and dirt, and 
even mites, in combination with increased skin oils. This often results in 
dander flakes. 

a. Massage the crest and dock every time you groom. Separate 
the hair and use a medium-stiff natural dandy brush to brush out 
the dander.

b. TIP: Most horses love this as the dock can be an itchy area in the 
winter! This will also cut down on rubbing the tail dock.

2. The tail and mane hair

a. Remove larger pieces like hair or mud chunks with your fingers.
b. Use your natural medium-stiff dandy brush to brush out the mane 

and tail hair. 
c. TIP: If you do this on a regular basis, no additional grooming or 

Photo: C
arolbstevens. https://creativecom

m
ons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcodeDo not use metal or plastic curries! They can cause micro-cuts and are uncomfortable 

to the horse. 
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products are needed in the winter! If you do want to use a detangler, make 
sure it is oil-based, not water-based.

THe Hooves
Cleanliness is the number one concern as damp conditions can lead to 
perfect environments for thrush and other hoof diseases. Ask your farrier 
for the recommended hoof care regimen for your horse. 

General winter hoof care tips:

1 Pick your horse’s feet every time you groom (even if you do not have 
time for anything else!)

2 Use a stiff hoof brush to remove dirt from the hoof wall. On a sunny 
day, wash your horse’s hoof, dry with an old towel and apply a 

specialty hoof conditioner (I like Effol® Winter-Hoof-Gel) to maintain 
the hooves during the colder and wetter time of year.

3 TIP: Do not cut long fetlock hair, it helps guide water away from 
your horse’s hoof bulbs and keeps his rear hoof drier.

last, but not least: Enjoy this time with your horse. If you keep an 
eye on your horse’s responses, you will know whether you are ‘doing 
things right.’ Winter is a wonderful chance to bond, and bonding time is 
‘money in the bank’ when riding time comes.

Enjoy your horse!

*Exceptions: Horses who absolutely need a blanket due to age, sickness, or having 
been clipped.

About the author:  
In 2008, Stefanie Reinhold of Reinhold’s Horse Wellness was looking for 
high-quality grooming brushes. A native German, she wanted the best grooming 
brushes money could buy. Used to traditional German horse brushes with natural 
bristles, she was disappointed to find the choices in horse grooming supply shops 
in the U.S. mostly limited to synthetic Asian imports.

This led to an idea: Why not make high-quality horse brushes made by German 
brush makers more readily available to U.S. equestrians?  www.horsehaus.com 

Do not cut long fetlock hair, it helps guide water away from your horse’s hoof bulbs and 
keeps his rear hoof drier. 
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FLOwER POwER

The season of shedding winter coats and budding grass is on its 
way, and the arrival of spring offers an opportunity to utilize flower 

essences for your horse. In particular, the flower essence Crab Apple can 
be a beneficial addition to your horse’s diet to help them adjust to the 
change of season and act as a gentle emotional and physical detoxifier. 
Spring is an ideal time of year to detox your horse; detoxing can help 
improve overall health and help your horse adjust to seasonal changes (i.e. 
fresh spring grass and allergens). Using a detoxifying essence can help 
improve the function of the liver and lymphatic systems; two systems that 
are key for the body to function in good health. The liver in particular is 
an important organ when it comes to the body’s ability to deal with stress 
and toxins. In our world, it is impossible to keep horses completely free of 
stress and environmental toxins and as such it is important to support the 
body’s natural ability to maintain a healthy homeostasis. 

The emotional balance of your horse is closely tied with their mental and 
physical well-being. Crab Apple is a flower essence originally credited to 

Dr. Edward Bach and is one of his 38 Bach Original Flower Remedies®. 
Flower essences work on a being’s emotions, helping bring unstable 
emotions into balance. Essences are homeopathic remedies that work 
by aligning vibrational energy. Horses who are in need of an emotional 
or physical detox may display signs of irritability, hyper-sensitivity or 
lethargy. Crab Apple is easy on the system and can be used in conjuncture 
with other detoxifying herbs such as burdock or milk thistle. While spring 
is often the season of choice to offer Crab Apple to you horse, there are 
other circumstances that may call for the use of this essence; horses 
experiencing changes of mood or behavior, allergies, skin issues, or horses 
coming off of a major injury, trauma or illness. Flower essences are intended 
to be used as additional supportive care in the case of any major illness or 
injury. Their gentle effect on the body makes them an ideal complement to 
other treatment methods. 

As with any detox, Crab Apple is intended to be used short term. Usually 
the recommended length of time is four weeks, followed by a break for 

Photo: Tom
 C

rockett Photography 

Changes in mood or behavior may be signs that your horse could benefit from a detox. 

Crab 
Apple:
A Seasonal 
Cleanse
by Hannah Carey
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the horse’s system. Crab Apple can be used during any time of year but 
is often recommended to be used at the start of each season. For an 
average-size horse it is recommended to give one full dropper tube once 
or twice a day. Crab Apple can be given on a treat or in your horse’s 
feed; most horses do not mind the taste. Flower essences may be used on 
humans, as well, and you may find it beneficial to use Crab Apple for a 
gentle detox when using it on your horse. 

Detoxifying the body and emotions offers both horses and humans a 
way to adjust to seasonal and life changes. By encouraging emotions to 
come into balance, the body is allowed to function in an optimal healthy 
way. As winter’s grip fades and the warmth of spring arrives, try using 
Crab Apple to bolster your horse’s health and performance. 

About the author:
Hannah Carey is the owner of Serenity Oasis Farm: Holistic Education Center 
in Suffolk, Virginia, where she teaches horse enthusiasts about holistic 
horsemanship and horse keeping through lessons and educational events. 
Hannah is a certified Level 1 Centered Riding Instructor with a background 
in natural horsemanship and dressage. She is passionate about helping horses 
and humans find a deeper connection and pursuing the art of dressage.  
https://serenityoasisfarm.wixsite.com/holisticeducation

Watch the Natural Horse Talk 
video podcast with Hannah 

about Flower Essences at 
https://vimeo.com/286204637
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Crab Apple can easily be 
given on a treat or in your 
horse’s food. 

https://vimeo.com/286204637
https://serenityoasisfarm.wixsite.com/holisticeducation
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DO IT yOuRsELF

Making calendula balm for treatment of poison ivy reactions.

TReATmeNT

mAke YoUR oWN

by Katharine Chrisley Schreiber
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Poison ivy, oak and sumac all 
contain a resin that causes 

the sometimes-violent reaction 
called poisoning. The oily resin, 
urushiol, can be washed off of 
the body with high-fat content 
soap and water to limit the 
reaction and more thorough 
removal can be obtained with 
a rinsing of vodka or apple 
cider vinegar.

To make a drawing and drying remedy to treat initial weeping 
and itching that occur after exposure, combine half bentonite 
clay and half French green clay with warm distilled water 
and mix into a thick paste. Apply the paste to all irritated 
areas and cover, if possible, with wet pieces of brown paper 
bags. The paste will draw out the urushiol residues and detox 
the skin as it dries.

Activated charcoal can be used instead of the clay poultices 
or as an alternating treatment while the itch and oozing 
is present. The OTC remedy UAA Gel (Universal Animal 
Antidote) is a paste in a syringe that we keep on hand 
at Dharmahorse for any internal toxins or blister beetle 
ingestion. It is a clay and charcoal suspension that can be 
quickly applied to external toxic reactions as well.

As the weeping abates and the skin becomes flaky and 
dry, pure aloe vera gel mixed with colloidal silver (half 
and half) will kill opportunistic pathogens and soothe the 
cracking dryness. 

We make calendula blossom oil that we use on all skin 
irritations. It is a good choice for the final healing of a poison 
ivy encounter.

Nature provides plants all around us that are useful for our 
specific locale. If you get into one of the “poisoning” plants 
with urushiol (which strangely also includes mango rind and 
leaves for those extra sensitive), within reach will likely be 
the herb plantain. Plantain leaves, thoroughly chewed and 
applied like a poultice, can start to shut down the external 
toxic reaction.

About the author:
At Dharmahorse, we maintain an herbal stable yard and 
teach how to have positive relationships with horses. Ours is a 
Natural Horse Support Center and sanctuary for unwanted horses 
(501c 3), run by Katharine Lark Chrisley Schreiber, Natural 
Health Counselor, Reiki Master, and Equine Specialist with 
a degree in veterinary assistance. www.dharmahorse.org and 
www.naturalpaths.org

calendula oil reciPe:
Place two cups of good olive oil into a non-metal 
pan. Place that pan into a larger one with 
water or use a double boiler. Place enough dry 
calendula blossoms to fill the oil. simmer the 
water so that it heats the oil but does not cause 
it to boil. keep adding water as it evaporates 
and heat the mixture for at least 45 minutes. let 
it cool completely, then strain the oil and express 
(squeeze) the last bit from the blossoms. Bottle 
it and store in a cool, dark place. This oil is great 
for any skin problems. 

To make a calendula balm, strain and express 
the warm oil and add one ounce of pure 
beeswax. stir with a wooden stick until the 
beeswax has melted. Pour immediately into 
jars and refrigerate. The balm is useful for small 
areas that need extra covering of medicine.

http://www.dharmahorse.org/
http://www.horsehaus.com
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MaDE IN THE usa

www.Equi-Spirit-Toys.com

Same durability as the original Equi-Spirit Ultimate ball 
but this NEW design offers horses the ability to 

pick up the ball by special tabs.

As seen on Innovation Nation TV Show. 
To see the episode-http://uverse.com/watch/c___rM7HXy2iif9V

• IntroducIng our •
NEW Grab & Toss Ball

Let Your Horse Have a Ball 
           with Equi-Spirit™ Toys

CliCk Here
to watch video

CliCk Here
to watch video

https://vimeo.com/238807366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuEVjY2CPVg
https://www.forloveofthehorse.com/
http://www.jodylmiller.com
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InnovatIve
slow feed creatIons
enrIchment products & more!

TheHayPillow.com   888.489.0022
View our entire product line At:

standard hay pIllow

nose-It

bale nets

clIcK here
to watch vIdeo!
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• IntroducIng our •
NEW Grab & Toss Ball

Let Your Dog Have a Ball 
  with Canine-Spirit™ Toys

 928-999-5797 • www.canine-spirit-ball.com

Until one has loved 
an animal, a part of one’s 

soul remains 
unawakened.

– Anatole France
•A design that features a heavy-duty 
       bladder inside a durable cover

•Same durability as the original 
       canine-Spirit ultimate ball but this 
       nEW design offers dogs the ability to 
       pick up the ball by special tabs.

•Stimulate your dog’s mind, body & spirit

Hours of Fun with Extremely 
durable, Safe & Affordable 
dog Play Balls & toys

CliCk Here
to watch video

http://www.down-to-earthnhc.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuD9Km9q0pc
http://www.hoofjack.com
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aMazINg aROMaTHERaPy

Most horses who use “shut down” to deal with 
stress are either Metal or Earth element in the 
Chinese Five Element Theory, one of the tools 
I use in my animal wellness system. This type 
of horse is naturally less expressive and more 

tolerant, so many times people will not un-
derstand that their quiet demeanour is stress 
until there is a catastrophic break down, such 
as colic. Or “for no apparent reason” they start 
to object to being ridden.

Pain is a major cause of emotional shut down 
in horses. They are such stoic animals it is often 
difficult for us to know how much they are 
hurting, and they will try their best for us even 
when they are in constant pain. 

Just like humans, if an animal is in constant pain 
they will turn off or disconnect from that part 
of their body, often exhibiting bad temper when 
we remind them it is there e.g. by brushing 
them, picking up a leg, or giving an aid. It is also 
possible for animals to store trauma, physical 
or emotional, in their body thus creating an 
energy block that will eventually manifest as 
pain. Essential oils work on both the physical 
and emotional level to release these blocks and 
allow healing to take place.

Providing a species-specific home 
environment is the first step to 
emotional security.

scents
by Nayana Morag

it is a sad fact that there are innumerable stresses for any horse kept in 
a domestic environment. one way for any sentient being to deal with 

chronic stress is to “check out” and live in a state of suspended animation. 
many horses live like this. these horses are often considered to be 
well-adapted and ‘good’ because they do not express their despair in ways 
that are inconvenient to humans. in fact they have given up as they have never 
been allowed to express themselves, or had their needs considered.

Angelica root Benzoin Cistus Frankincense Helichrysum
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I was working with emotionally damaged horses 
when I was first introduced to essential oils. It 
was seeing how powerfully these little brown 
bottles effected changes in my clients that got 
me hooked. I have found essential oils and Five 
Element Theory are a perfect combination for 
working with horses who have shut down or are 
emotionally damaged.

This article will focus on essential oils. 

The advantages
         of essential oils
Most horses who come to me have been abused in 
some way, generally through misunderstanding 
rather than willful cruelty, but the result is the same: 
an animal who has lost confidence in humans and 
himself. My first priority is building trust. 

Each animal is different and finding the key 
to unlock them can be a long process of small 
steps, each one based on a judgment call that 
might be wrong and put you back to where 
you started. But offering essential oils for self- 
selection is an easy and effective way of 
building trust, as well as directly addressing 
emotional and physical imbalances.

Applied Zoopharmacognosy (self-selection) is the 
safest and most effective way to use essential 
oils with horses. This method offers the added 
advantage of doing something with your horse, 
rather than to him. One of the most powerful 
ways to reduce stress is to let him know you 
are listening. Offering essential oils for self- 
selection sends a clear message “I see you, I hear 
you, I respect your autonomy, how can I help?”

Allowing an emotionally shut down horse to 
guide the treatment makes him feel safe and in 

control, which is the first step in reducing stress 
and re-setting the behaviour.

Emotional & physical
When choosing essential oils to offer for an 
emotional problem, consider any physical 
symptoms as well as the depression. So, if a horse 
has poor digestion and metabolic problems, 
try Angelica root, if you want to release stuck 
emotions. If allergies or inflammation are 
part of the picture, then Yarrow would be a 
better choice.

Each horse is different of course, but there are 
a few essential oils that are repeatedly selected 
by horses who have slipped into a state of quiet 
(or not so quiet!) desperation:

AngelicA root (Angelica archangelica): 
One of the signifiers of Angelica root is “Opens to 
healing.” The grounding and tonic nature of the 
essential oil allows you to feel safe in your own 
space, which is important when reconnecting 
with emotions, especially if there is any trauma. 
Angelica is especially good when there has 
been a traumatic incident in early life that has 
triggered a defensive behavioural pattern. If a 
horse shows absolutely no interest in any of 
the oils, I will offer Angelica root to help them 
open up. Just holding the open bottle near them 
is usually enough for this job. 

benzoin (Styrax benzoin): A warming resin 
that gives a feeling of inner strength and “can 
do.” Relaxing and fortifying, Benzoin releases 
trauma held around physical scars. There is 
a natural shut-off switch to protect the body 
from pain and shock. If the healing process is 
lengthy or stressful this switch stays ‘off.’ This 
can cause physical or behavioural problems 
later on. Benzoin turns the switch on again, as if 
nothing ever happened.

ciStuS (Cistus ladaniferus): This gentle healer 
helps to recover a spirit that has disconnected 
from the body due to unsettling incidents, such as 
traumatic injury, drastic change in circumstances, 
or the loss of family. It also heals generational 
trauma and that which we bring in to this life. It 
is powerfully regenerative.

frAnkincenSe (Boswellia carterii): This 
oil helps you breathe deeply and let go of old 
patterns that no longer serve you. It’s a tran-
sitional oil and is a good one to offer at the 
beginning of a rehab. It distances the mind from 
worries and fears, allowing you to settle into 
the present moment. 

HelicHrySum (Helichrysum angustifolium): 
This oil heals deeply bruised emotions arising 
from life experiences that leave a horse resentful 
and withdrawn. It can be used alongside Neroli, 
as often this is behaviour developed to protect 
the heart.

Watch a short video with nayana on how 
to pick essential oils for specific issues.

https://vimeo.com/150060398  

Lemon Neroli Rose Rosemary Yarrow

https://vimeo.com/150060398
http://www.essentialanimals.com
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lemon (Citrus limon): Lemon is a cheerful, 
supportive oil that helps assimilate new infor-
mation. It is particularly useful alongside some 
of the more powerful oils like Angelica root or 
Frankincense to help integrate the new feelings. 
It also helps to build trust in oneself and others.

neroli (Citrus aurantium var. bigarade): 
This is one of the major Fire oils. The Chinese 
say that any shock dislocates Shen (In Western 
terms that equates to consciousness leaving the 
body). Neroli reconnects spirit and body, which 

is why it’s so good for shock. But it also recon-
nects you with your heart and clears sadness 
taken to the heart. Fire horses are particularly 
susceptible to depression after losing a com-
panion, or being taken away from loved ones. 
Neroli eases the pain.

roSe (Rosa damascena): This is another Fire 
oil that can help mend broken hearts. Horses 
select rose when they blame themselves for 
their abandonment. This can often manifest 
as bad-tempered rejection of those who reach 
out to them. Rose is about self-love and often 
works well with a grounding, reassuring oil 
such as Benzoin.

roSemAry (Rosmarinus officinalis): Rosemary 
is a cephalic stimulant, activating the brain. This 
fragrance can be useful for horses who seem not 
quite present. Their body is with you somewhat 
unwillingly but their mind is wandering. They 
may injure themselves frequently or seem un-
aware of where you or they are in time or space. 

yArroW (Achillea millefolium): The number 
one oil to use whenever you don’t know much 
about a horse’s background or why they are 
displaying anti-social behaviours. Yarrow 
releases trauma from emotional or physical 
wounds and the results can be quite dramatic 
sometimes; it’s good to use it alongside 
a grounding oil such as Cedarwood Atlas 
(Cedrus atlantica).

A word of warning!
Be aware that you may have a different horse 
once you have re-awakened their emotional 
body. For instance, horses who are ‘bombproof’ 
may start to react to stimuli again, or dare to 
express an opinion. So be ready to go back to 
basics and put in the time needed to build a new 
relationship based on respect, trust and consid-
eration. 

Essential oils can help any horse, but to be truly 
effective you must also provide your horse with 
a lifestyle that reduces the everyday stresses 
of domestic life as much as possible. Do your 
best to provide the four basic requirements of 
any horse: family, forage, free movement and 
freedom of choice.

About the author:
Nayana Morag has been working with animals 
and essential oils for 20 years. She is the author 
of the popular book Essential Oils for Animals 
and teaches a range of online courses on essential 
oils for animals and Five Element Theory at 
www.essentialanimals.com. Or you can join 
her at Over the Edge Farm in Portugal to learn 
from her ‘live.’

It can sometimes take a few days before an emotionally 
shut down horse will obviously interact with the oils. Be 
patient, as long as the bottle is open they are benefiting.

http://www.naturalhorse.com
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We are proud to have served the equestrian community 
for the past 18 years. Now, join us as we launch 
Natural Horse University, a collection of self-paced 
online courses, each of which incorporates a variety 
of teaching avenues including video, articles, photos, 
audio interviews, and video-based PowerPoint presen-
tations in numerous modules. Quizzes are taken after 
each module with a final exam at the end of the course. 
Students will be issued a certificate upon successful 
completion of all coursework.

The first course being offered is Introduction to Natural 
Horse Care, which covers the basics of a natural 
approach to horse care including:

• Why Consider a Natural Approach

• Creating a Natural Environment

• Nutrition & Feeding

• Equine Dentistry

• Introduction to Natural Healing Modalities

• Applied Natural Horse Care

• Natural Hoof Care

• Natural Horsemanship

Natural Horse University is offering an introductory rate 
of $125 (normally $225) to the first 25 students to sign up.

In-depth courses on each of the above subjects will 
be introduced summer of 2016.

For more information,
visit www.naturalhorseuniversity.com 

Natural Horse Magazine
  Announces the launch of 

Here at Natural Horse 
Magazine we strive to 

provide only the most 
accurate, up-to-date, and 
holistic information possible.
We focus on humane and 
natural care and training 
that aligns with a horse’s true 
nature thereby improving 
the relationship between 
human and animal and 
bringing greater well-being 
to the horse and his world.

CliCk Here
to watch video

http://www.vimeo.com/158636504
www.naturalhorseuniversity.com
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aT HOME wITH HOMEOPaTHy

Life is stressful. More so these days, 
it seems, than the days of yore. We 

all, humans and non-humans alike, 
experience stress differently and in 
turn react differently —physically, 
mentally, and emotionally.
Historically, horses were prey animals who lived in herds, grazing for the 
majority of their days. So it is not surprising that today’s domesticated 
horses experience a certain degree of stress from modern-day practices 
such as stall confinement, poor diet and husbandry practices, poor social 
dynamics, performance events, etc.

What is stress?
Stress, as described by the American Psychological Association, is an 
“emotional experience accompanied by predictable biochemical, physi-
ological, and behavioral changes.” Psychology Today defines it as “simply 
a reaction to a stimulus that disturbs our physical or mental/emotional 
equilibrium … (to) trigger the ‘fight-or-flight’ response, causing hormones 
such as adrenaline and cortisol to surge through the body.”

Stress can be defined as the biological response elicited when an 
individual perceives a threat, consciously or unconsciously, to its 
homeostasis. The threat is the ‘stressor.’ When the stress response truly 
threatens the animal’s well-being, then the animal experiences ‘distress.’  

assessing horses’ stress
Considering horse-to-horse variability, how do you know if your horse 
is actually experiencing stress? 

In a 2012 study, researchers from the University of Chester and Newcastle 
University, both in the U.K., assessed behaviors such as body actions (e.g., 
rolling, standing, rearing, barging, weaving, pawing, kicking) and specific 
positioning of the tail, neck, ears, mouth, and head in 32 horses under-
going routine husbandry procedures. They validated the behavior scores 
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Stress Less:
homeopathy to help horses 
(and You!) Cope by Char Raby
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against the horses’ salivary cortisol levels. A horse with a medium stress 
level of 5, for example, displayed behaviors such as scratching against 
stable walls, pawing at the ground, flaring his nostrils, restlessness, fidgeting, 
raising his tail, defecating, making repetitive head movements, and flattening 
his ears occasionally.

What this study and others tell us is that we must learn to recognize stress-
related behaviors, to determine how stressed our horses are, and carefully 
assess how we manage our horses.

What horses Find stressFuL
Just as a screaming child in the grocery store might not faze one person, 
yet cause another to have a panic attack, what one horse might perceive 
as stressful might not necessarily seem stressful to another. For example, 
if two horses go on a trail ride and a bird bursts out of the bushes right in 
front of them, only one might spook.

Other known equine stressors include:
• Inappropriate types or timing of food (e.g., meal and forage restrictions); 
• Reproduction-related stresses;
• Social stresses such as individual housing, isolation, lack of social contact;
• Changes in routine;
• Transport/ travel related;
• Exercise related, increased/ decreased workload;
• Rehoming, change in caretaker;
• A loss of companion, herd, caretaker;
• Medication administration;
• Disease, pain, and
• Temperature extremes.

Let’s take a look at just one of the common stressors in horses. 

Feeding-reLated stress
Researchers have linked dietary restrictions (i.e., not permitting free-choice 
forage consumption, such as grazing or constant access to hay throughout 
the day) to the emergence of oral stereotypies or other abnormal behaviors, 
along with gastric ulceration in horses. In broodmares, these stressful 
dietary restrictions can even impact reproductive efficiency.

“It is well-known that horses are trickle feeders that would naturally 
consume a semi-continuous supply of forage for 40-70% of each 24-hour 
period,” explains Martine Hausberger, PhD, director of the Laboratory 
of Animal and Human Ethology, a branch of the French national research 
center (CNRS) and the University of Rennes. “It is also known that horses 
can experience gastrointestinal discomfort if deprived of food for a mere 
one to two hours.”  

A good measure of stress in horses, who don’t always reveal signs 
of GI discomfort, can be its effects on reproduction. After feeding 100 
Arabian broodmares in either a standard pattern (fed forage only at night) 
or a continuous feeding group (fed forage morning and night), Hausberger 
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Horses often exhibit signs of stress when isolated from others of their kind.
et al. found that despite having been fed the same total amount of 
roughage, mares in the continuous feeding group had significantly fewer 
estrus abnormalities and an almost 30% higher conception rate than 
those in the standard group. These results suggest that stress related to 
non-continuous feeding hinders reproductive performance.

The study authors deduced that semi-continuous feeding of roughage 
might be a way to fulfill the basic physiological needs of the horses’ 
digestive system, reduce stress, and promote reproductive success.  

take-hoMe Message
It is our responsibility to provide the best possible environment to mini-
mize stress and ultimately maximize our horses’ quality of life. We need 
to be vigilant in recognizing what stresses our animals, be attuned to our 
horses’ behavior and see “bad” behavior as a symptom of stress.

It is the caretaker’s responsibility to eliminate any stress under his control 
and minimize or manage that stress that is not under his control. 

It is important to note that before discussing a stressful state, anxiety or 
any other particular state of mind we must consider the general nature of 
the group of animals concerned and be aware of “normal” behavior for 
that species. 

The dog, for instance, is a pack animal and a predator; the horse is part of 
a herd and a prey animal and much of their behavior is related to this 
fact. For a pack/ herd animal to be separated from the rest is loneliness 
indeed and may well cause slight or even extreme anxiety. Both require the 
security of the pack/ herd.

Careful management and attention to husbandry combined with 
homeopathic treatment can prove successful in resolving many of these 
emotional problems.

http://www.thehorseshoof.com/
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Initially, you need to make sure that there are no environmental, husbandry, 
or physical causes (abscesses, etc.) underlying the problem. If so, these 
need to be corrected immediately. Often, once these issues are taken care 
of, the emotional issue will resolve itself.

If removing the cause brings little relief, homeopathy is one of the most 
powerful ways of dealing with behavioral problems. As with everything 
in homeopathy, one remedy does not fit all.

Pointers to useFuL hoMeoPathiC reMedies 
CAUSE OF 

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS
POSSIBLE 
REMEDIES

Upset by changes 

in routine

Arsenicum album,

Lycopodium

Change of caretaker, 

handler, rider

Ignatia,

Natrum mur,

Pulsatilla

Change of yard 

or stable
Bryonia,

Ignatia,

Capsicum,

Phosphoricum acidum,

Mercurius sol or vivus,

Carbo animalis

Loss of companion 

(human or non-human)

Ignatia,

Natrum mur,

Carcinosin,

Staphysagria,

Graphites,

Pulsatilla,

Causticum,

Aurum

Weaning 

(for the mare)

Ignatia,

Natrum mur

Isolation Aurum,

Psorinum,

Pulsatilla,

Argentum nitricum,

Arsenicum album,

Lycopodium,

Phosphorus,

Lac caninum,

Hyoscyamus

Travelling Petroleum,

Sepia,

Cocculus,

Gelsemium,

Tabacum,

Iris,

Nux vomica

Increased work load Nux vomica,

Bryonia,

Arnica

CONSEQUENCES 
OF EMOTIONAL 

DISTRESS

POSSIBLE 
HOMEOPATHIC 

REMEDIES

Teeth grinding Belladonna, Apis, Cina,

Hyoscyamus, Tuberculinum

Circling Stramonium, Thuja

Pacing Argentum nitricum, Sepia, 

Arsenicum album, Chamomilla, 

Strammonium,

Tuberculinum, Lyssin

Self Mutilation Anacardium, Staphysagria,

Lilium tigrinu, Arsenicum album, 

Tuberculinum,

Natrum sulph, Lyssin,

Tarentula hisp.

Head twisting Hyoscyamus, Natrum mur,

Lycopodium, Belladonna,

Tuberculinum, Medorrhinum

Photo: Andreas R
ockstein https://creativecom

m
ons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/legalcode. R

etrieved from
 Flickr.

Bryonia is one of 
many remedies 
indicated for horses 
exhibiting signs 
of stress. 

Emotional experience 
accompanied by predictable 
biochemical, physiological, 
and behavioral changes.
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other behavioraL/ 
eMotionaL ProbLeMs & traits:
Anticipatory anxiety/ 

apprehension
Lycopodium, Argentum 

nitricum, Dysentery co,

Gelsemium, Aconite,

Arsenicum album, Natrum 

mur, Silica,

Phosphorus

Grief and Pining Ignatia Natrum mur,

Phos ac, Carcinosin,

Pulsatilla, Causticum,

Staphysagria

Aggression/ anger/ rage Belladonna, Nux vomica,

Lyssin, Stramonium

Jealousy Lachesis, Nux vomica,

Hyoscyamus, Apis,

Lycopodium, Cenchris,

Platina, Staphysagria, 

Stramonium

Homesickness, Pining Bryonia,  Capsicum,

Carbo animalis, 

Ignatia, Magnesium mur, 

Merc sol, Phos ac,

Aurum

Greedy Lycopodium, Iodum,

Cina, Ferrum met,

Sepia

I have just skimmed the surface of the many emotional states our horses/ 
animals can exhibit. As seen above, there are quite a few possible homeo-
pathic remedies appropriate for that particular emotional state. It is beyond 
the scope of this article to be able to provide a complete materia medica of 
each remedy as it relates to that particular emotional state. 

For example, let’s take a brief look at anticipatory anxiety or apprehension:

Lycopodium The horse that needs Lyc. is always very 
anxious before performing, appears restless, 
passes wind or dung frequently and normally 
lacks confidence. However, once work starts 
everything calms down and the animal 
performs well.

Argentum 
nitricum

Restlessness, hurried, impulsive acts, 
un-coordination, loss of control, trembling, 
noisy diarrhea, sweating, pacing back and 
forth, refusal to pass a certain place, get into 
the trailer or go into the show ring. 

Mental state: Restless and unable to keep still. 
When you compare the Aconite horse with the 
Argentum horse they can both have sudden 
panic attacks but the Argentum horse has 
more phobic or neurotic behavior especially 
while passing a certain place, in closed places, 
or before a show, event or journey. Worse: 
Anticipation of and traveling to an event, being 
left alone, passing certain places, crowds of 
people, sugar.

noTe: Often the Argentum horse will go into a 
Gelsemium state if he is trapped in a situation 
he can do nothing about.

Gelsemium For quiet, timid dispositions who are sensitive 
to excitement. Characteristic symptoms: 
Weakness, trembling or shivering, paralysis 
of limbs, unable to move, frequent urination, 
diarrhea from emotional stress or fright, 
thirstlessness.

Mental state: Anxiety, fear of thunderstorms, 
agoraphobia, spooks or startles easily, slow and 
sluggish, desires to be left alone. Worse: Motion.

Better: Urination, sweating, open air, cold.

Aconite Useful in the short term. For acute anxiety 
with fear.

Arsenicum 
album

Pacing and restlessness are keynotes with this 
remedy. The animal cannot settle at all. Profuse 
sweating is also key.

Natrum mur The animal is not keen on fuss and is easily upset 
by the commotion involved in preparing for 
an event. This results in an irritable animal that 
resents any fuss and may become withdrawn or 
uncooperative on arrival at the event.

Silica This horse lacks confidence and willpower. 
They may also lack stamina and are prone to 
frequent illness as a result of stress.

Phosphorus The anxiety of Phos. is expressed as excitement 
or over-sensitivity to any external stimuli, 
especially noise. Horses are jumpy and react 
to the least noise or any unusual movement 
around them. If excited, they are unable to 
concentrate until they calm down.
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Capsicum is indicated for those suffering from homesickness. 
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Choosing the correct remedy is critical to resolving the animal’s emotional 
issues. Choosing an inappropriate remedy by picking a remedy off a list of 
remedies without addressing a materia medica is fool-hardy and will result 
in disappointment.

In acute or sudden situations (trauma or injury) where the animal presents 
with any emotional outburst out of the norm, be it excitability or depression, 
I always have on hand 200c or 1M Arnica, Aconite, and Rescue Remedy® 
(a flower essence) or similar flower essence. These may temporarily 
relieve the problem until you can find the remedy that will bring 
complete resolution.

We have addressed Aconite in past articles, but it is a remedy that is 
worth mentioning again. It can be a life saver in times of extreme, sudden 
stress. Aconitum napellus is extreme shock, fear, or anxiety following 
sudden injury or intense trauma. Characteristic symptoms: Sudden fear, 
intense violent symptoms, restlessness, rapid heartbeat, glassy eyes, 
panicked expression, sweating. Mental state: Overpowering fear, panic 
(panic attacks), restlessness, anger, desire to run away or strike because 
of fear, emotionally overwrought, inconsolable, claustrophobia, fear of 
crowds, desire for company. Causes: New places, new trailer, closed-in 
for too long, accidents in the trailer, mental trauma, fear after injury.

Remember that screaming child in the grocery store I mentioned earlier? 
If I couldn’t escape that situation, I’d be dosing with aconite. If I was able 
to get away but still felt panicked with a racing heart, shortness of breath, 
etc., I’d be dosing aconite.

Whenever we travelled we inevitably hit the rumble strips in the road. 
This produced panic in my aging Labrador where he would want to be on 
my lap in the front passenger seat. I began carrying a loaded syringe (sans 
needle) of aconite and once we hit the strip I’d immediately turn around 
and give a dose before Ben could fully rise into a leap position. It would 
take a short minute, but the calm would come.

Aconite is short acting, regardless the potency, so feel free to dose as 
needed. Again, aconite would be your first remedy in a sudden, extreme 
situation, but if there is a short relief and symptoms persist or the animal’s 
emotional state changes, look for that next remedy that closely matches 
the animal’s symptoms.

Stress and anxiety affect the body and mind (mental/ emotional). 
Homeopathy heals both.

resources:
Couzens, Tim. Homeopathy for Horses. 
Kenilworth Press. 2011. Print.

Oke, Stacey. November 2, 2018. All Wound Up: 
Is Your Horse ‘Stressed Out’? Retrieved from
https://thehorse.com/113401/all-wound-up-is-
your-horse-stressed-out/;

Williams, Carey. August 3, 2005. Are You 
‘Stressing Out’ Your Horse? Retrieved from
https://esc.rutgers.edu/fact_sheet/are-you-
stressing-out-your-horse/

About the author:
Charlotte (Char) Raby is a Holistic Health Care 
Practitioner specializing in homeopathy and animal 
communication. Her business, The Holistic Animal, 
LLC, is a holistic health practice for the healing of all 
species of animals. Char’s passion is helping companion 
animals and their guardians attain a healthy body, 
mind, and spirit. She is steadfast in continuing the 
work of her mentor and dear friend, Dr. Glen Dupree…
for the animals.

Char hosts workshops in natural animal care and basic homeopathy. For those 
looking for a truly holistic approach to animal health care, Char is available 
for consultation.

char@theholisticanimal.com
480.816.4430 Arizona (Nov – mid April)
517.917.3045 Cell
www.theholisticanimal.com

Arnica may temporarily relieve symptoms of sudden emotional outbursts until you 
can find the remedy that will bring complete resolution. 
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http://www.redponyrentals.com
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CliCk Here
to watch video

JAN Feb MAr April MAy JuNe July Aug sept oct Nov dec

21 19 21 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 12

Full Moons

For 2019

Photo: w
w

w
. dow

nloadfreevector.com

https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/-36-Hyde-Rd-Clarklake-MI-49234/2089615538_zpid/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4OcfQCrN-0
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BaRN BuDDIEs

T he “leave it” command can and should be an 
important part of your dog’s vocabulary. It 

can be a very useful command to keep your dogs 
out of trouble and to disengage with whatever 
behavior they may be about to practice. It can be 
used as a way to say “not right now” or “leave 
that thing alone.”
Teaching the “leave it” is very simple to get started with and you can 
quickly begin to challenge your dog as they develop a better understanding 
of the command. 

You’ll be using a lot of rewards through this process. I typically like to 
recommend using your dog’s daily kibble for training treats. Using high 
value training treats can sometimes give your dog an upset stomach and 
slow your training down. I have found a lot of success in taking a dog’s 
daily food ration and having them earn it a little at a time through training 
sessions. Not only does it prevent them from being overfed, but it develops 
a hard-working dog who is willing and happy to learn. 

In the very beginning phase you will not be using the words “leave it” 
until the dog has an idea of what you’re asking of them. This is what us 
trainers call “Don’t name it until you love it.” This helps prevent the dog 
from learning how to either blow off a command or develop a negative 
association with a command. 

The only word you will be using in the first phase is “yes.” This is your 
success marker, which is your way of letting the dog know they have 
done what you wanted them to do. The use of the word “yes” is directly 
followed by a reward. In this case, the reward word will be a treat. The 
importance of the timing of using this word cannot be expressed enough. 
You must use your success marker the exact moment your dog is practicing 
the behavior you’re looking for. Do not stress about delivering the reward 
right away with the word, you have a second or two to get the dog the 
reward so they can begin to connect the marker and reward together. 

The first phase is what we call “shaping the behavior.” You’ll want to start 
this by being on the floor with your dog with some treats. Let your dog see 

“Leave IT”
Teaching Your Dog To

by Anthony Stokes
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you place a treat on the floor and cover it with your hand to prevent him 
from getting it. Your dog may try to push your hand away with their snout, 
attempt licking under your hand, or even paw at your hand, so make sure 
they can’t get it. You may also use your foot if you have a very strong-
willed dog. 

The moment they either give up or redirect off of the hand covering the 
treat, you will say “yes!” and reward with a treat from your other hand. 
Never reward with the treat you’re covering. Repeat this process until the 
dog is figuring out what you want them to do. 

Once your dog has picked up the exercise and they are in tune with you, 
begin to add the words “leave it” at the moment they notice you’re cover-
ing a treat. Try not to repeat the command a bunch of times as this does not 
help the learn the words any faster. Again, once they redirect off of that 
hand, you will say “yes” and reward from your other hand. 

As your dog begins to really grasp the early stage of teaching you can start 
challenging them by standing up and dropping a treat on the ground and 
saying “leave it” at the same time. If your dog goes straight for it, quickly 
cover the treat with your foot and wait for him to redirect off of it. If your 
dog does leave it, say “yes” and reward from your hand. Continue to repeat 
this process until your dog is no longer going for the treat you’re asking 
him to leave. You may have to revert back to the beginning phase once or 
twice, but there is nothing wrong with that. 

As your dog gets better, you’ll want to add other challenges, like toys. You 
can toss a toy aside of you but not towards your dog and ask your dog to 
“leave it” right when you toss it. Reward the behavior the same way as 
you did in the beginning phase. This can be tough for dogs with a high toy 
drive, so be sure you’re starting with maybe their least favorite toy. 

You can gradually start adding more excitement or attraction to the toys 
by tossing them farther or even faster. You should still be rewarding every 
repetition at this point. Again, if your dog is struggling, don’t be afraid 
to take a few steps back to help them continue to move forward. Dog 
behavior builds best on success, not failure. 

When you get to the more advanced phase of teaching this, you’ll want 
to set up various distracting objects (food, toys, or friends) in your house 
or even in your yard. As you walk by these randomly placed distractions, 
you’ll be asking your dog to leave it. If successful, you’ll still be wanting 
to reward them. It’s crucial to the command that your dog finds the choice to 
“leave it” to be rewarding. Even if they absolutely love what you’re asking 
them to leave, they must find value in complying. 
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Above: Instead of treats, professional trainers often use handfuls of a dog’s food ration as a 
reward, distributing it over the course of a training session.
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As you continue to practice and graduate from one phase to another, 
you’ll want to start using the command during your on-leash walks and 
other on-leash daily activities. You may use the leash a time or two to 
help them work through extremely tough distractions, but you’ll still 
want to reward the moment they comply. It is also important to note that 
you must be giving the command at the time the dog becomes aware of 
something that you want them to leave be. This will help ensure that your 
dog will have a high level of success with the command. If the dog is 
already involved in the chase, interaction, or enjoyment of the distraction, 
it’s too late to develop this command successfully. 

Any time a dog is able to self-reward with an impulse behavior before 
you get to ask them to leave it, it’s a repetition in the wrong direction. 

Be sure to take your time and not rush through all of the phases. If your 
dog is not ready for bigger challenges, spend a little more time to get 
them there. You won’t regret the wonderful response you’ll get by taking 
the time to teach this extremely useful command. 

About the author:
Anthony Stokes is the Training Director/Co-Owner at Lead Your K9, 
a training and boarding operation based in Orwigsburg, Pennsylvania. 
With over 10 years’ experience working professionally in the dog training 
industry, Lead Your K9 is dedicated to building an environment and community 
for every committed caregiver to nourish, enrich, and grow their relationships 
with their dogs while offering the highest standard of training, care, 
and professional service to their clients.
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As you continue to practice and graduate from one phase to another, you’ll want to start 
using the command during your on-leash walks and other on-leash daily activities.

CliCk Here
to watch video

Dog behavior builds best 
on success, not failure.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuEVjY2CPVg
http://www.forloveofthehorse.com
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sTaBLE ENvIRONMENT BaRN BuDDIEs

• IntroducIng our •
NEW Grab & Toss Ball

Let Your Dog Have a Ball 
  with Canine-Spirit™ Toys

 928-999-5797 • www.canine-spirit-ball.com

Until one has loved 
an animal, a part of one’s 

soul remains 
unawakened.

– Anatole France
•A design that features a heavy-duty 
       bladder inside a durable cover

•Same durability as the original 
       canine-Spirit ultimate ball but this 
       nEW design offers dogs the ability to 
       pick up the ball by special tabs.

•Stimulate your dog’s mind, body & spirit

Hours of Fun with Extremely 
durable, Safe & Affordable 
dog Play Balls & toys

CliCk Here
to watch video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBvyYi06ngU&feature=youtu.be
http://www.interactiveequinebodywork.com
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EquIssENTIaLs

The basics of creating a natural environment 
have been covered in previous issues of natural 

horse Magazine. another important aspect of a 
horse’s living area is the danger of poisonous plants. 
learning to identify toxic weeds, how to prevent 
poisoning, and what to do if it happens will go a 
long way toward keeping your horse healthy.

Michelle and Pete had found their dream horse property. As they walked 
the acreage, they noticed many plants that they did not recognize. Knowing 
some could be a danger to their horses, they took photos and made a visit 
to their county extension office to identify the flora.

Horses, as grazers and foragers, are at risk for ingesting toxic plants, although 
being more selective they are at a lower risk of poisoning than are cattle and 
sheep. However, according to Bryan Stegelmeir DVM, PhD and Veterinary 
Pathologist for USDA/ ARS Poisonous Plant Research Laboratory: 

“Some poisonous plants are palatable and exposed horses readily eat them. 
Others may be eaten by some animals even though they are unpalatable 
to the rest of the herd. As individual horses may actively seek and eat 
toxic plants, it has been suggested they become addicted to certain ones. 

There is little experimental support for addiction, but individual horses 
do develop strong feed preferences. Such animals certainly pose greater 
risk to poisoning.”

He adds, “As a rule, both preferences and palatability are different when 
poisonous plants are dried and most horses readily eat them when included 
in hay or processed feed. In herd situations competition for food can make 
poisoning more likely as animals hurry to eat what they can or fight to 
keep lesser status animals from eating.”

How can you be pro-active and protect your equine partners without living 
in constant fear? You can learn about the toxic plants in your region, what 
symptoms they cause if ingested, how to decrease the chance your herd 
will consume them, and finally what to do if you suspect a problem.

• Ensuring your horse has adequate pasture and/ or free-choice grass  
   hay—hungry horses are more apt to eat toxic forage.
• Providing additional supplementation to meet the horse’s vitamin 
   and mineral needs.

POISONOUS 
PLANTS

Be aWare of

by Lisa Ross-Williams
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•  Supplying a fresh, clean water source.
•  Identifying poisonous plants in your area. Your local county extension 
   office is an excellent resource.
•  Using caution when introducing new or young horses to 
   different environments.
• Closely inspecting hay prior to feeding it.

•  Call your veterinarian immediately and follow his instructions.
•  Identify and, if possible, get a sample of the suspect plant so appropriate 
   treatment can be prescribed.
• Keep your horse calm so as not to circulate the toxins any faster.

• Identify poisonous plants in your area and the signs they solicit when 
horses consume them.
• Decrease the chance your horse will consume them by providing an 
adequate amount of forage and balanced vitamins and minerals.
• Call your vet immediately if you suspect poisoning.

Healthy horses normally don’t eat toxic plants because Mother Nature 
has given them the instinct to avoid them, or has made the plants unpal-
atable. So you don’t need to live in constant fear, but you do need to be 
aware of the possibility, do some research, and be ready to deal with a 
poisoning if it happens. See sidebar for common symptoms.

ValuaBle 
resources
• Local County Extension Office
• The USDA ARS Poisonous Plant 

research laboratory 
www.ars.usda.gov/main/site_main.
htm?modecode=54-28-20-00 

• FDA Poisonous Plant Database 
www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/
plantox/

• Canadian Poisonous Plants Information 
system ontario www.cbif.gc.ca/pls/pp/
ppack.html_doc?p_type=434&p_x=px

Desert milkweed contains cardiac glycosides and is dangerous but rarely eaten. Symptoms 
of ingestion include depression, unsteady gait, difficulty breathing, and spasmodic colic.

Horsetail is commonly found in moist areas; symptoms of ingestion include weight 
loss, progressive in coordination, and muscle twitching.

Deadly nightshade contains several toxins. Symptoms of ingestion include weakness, 
progressive paralyses, colic, diarrhea, and salivation. 

https://www.herbalcom.com
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coMMon 
naMe

BoTanical 
naMe

region descriPTion
Toxin acTion/

danger
syMPToMs

Black locust Robinia 
pseudoacacia

Widespread throughout 
North America, 
commonly in clay soils

Deciduous tree or shrub with 
thick furrowed bark, multiple 
oval compound leaves, white 
fragrant flowers

Depressant-Rarely 
fatal

Weakness, loss of appetite, 
irregular pulse and 
breathing, diarrhea

Black 
Nightshade

Solanum 
nigrum 
*other species 

are also toxic

Throughout the U.S. and 
some parts of Canada

Annual plant with branched 
stems up to 3 feet high, 
flower with five white petals, 
berries ¼” round; first green 
then turning black

Contains several 
toxins but rarely 
fatal; quick recovery 
if ingestion stopped

Weakness, progressive 
paralysis, colic, diarrhea, 
salivation

Bracken 
Fern

Pteridium 
aquilinum

Widespread throughout 
North America

Perennial with showy fern 
leaves from base, 1.5 to 5 
foot tall

Thiaminase toxin 
which causes 
thiamine deficiency 
over 1-2 months

Loss of weight, progressive 
in-coordination, muscle 
twitching

castor 
Bean 

Ricinus 
communis

Warm regions of the 
U.S.

Tree or bush up to 15 feet, 
bold foliage with pointed 
leaflets, often red in color

Gastrointestinal 
toxin, often fatal 
with just .01% of 
body weight in seed

Bloody diarrhea, 
convulsions, death

cocklebur Xanthium 
strumarium

Widespread throughout 
the U.S.

Annual bush with large 
leaves, cream colored 
flowers developing burrs 
when dry

Liver damage from 
seedlings and 
seeds; .3% of body 
weight in seeds

Weakness, convulsions, 
abnormal eye movements, 
labored breathing

Horsetail Equisetum 
spp 
*various species

Widespread in North 
America; moist areas

Herbaceous perennial with 
hollow, jointed, tubular 
stems

Thiaminase toxin 
which causes 
thiamine deficiency

Loss of weight, progressive 
in-coordination, muscle 
twitching

Jimsonweed Datura spp  
*various species

Widespread in North 
America

Annual up to 6 foot tall, 
large leaves with toothed 
edges, large white flowers

Depressant, .5% 
of seeds can 
contaminate hay

Sweating, excessive thirst, 
colic, muscle twitching, 
respiratory distress

Hemlock-
Poison

Conium 
maculatum

Throughout North 
America

Biennial or perennial with 
delicate parsley-like leaves, 
white flowers on small 
erect clusters

Depressant and 
nervous system 
toxin; .25% of body 
weight

Trembling, salivation, in-
coordination, paralysis

Hemlock-
Water

Cicuta 
douglasii

Throughout North 
America in moist areas

Biennial or perennial with 
delicate leaves from thick 
tubers, small white flowers 
in umbrella clusters

Convulsant; 
Extremely toxic, 
.01% of body weight 
is fatal

Violent twitching, colic, 
convulsions, death within 
one hour

milkweed Asclepias spp 
*various species

Widespread throughout 
the U.S.

Perennial with various 
appearance depending 
on species, greenish-
white flowers on umbrella 
clusters, white sap

Cardiac glycosides, 
dangerous but 
rarely eaten

Depression, unsteady 
gait, difficulty breathing, 
spasmodic colic

oleander Nerium 
oleander

Warm U.S. climates from 
East to West coast

Ornamental shrub from 
3 to 20 foot tall, narrow 
leaves, flowers in white, 
red, pink or yellow in 
clusters

Cardiac glycosides 
affect heart, muscle 
and nerve function; 
extremely toxic

Colic, sweating, weakness, 
salivation, paralysis, coma

White 
snakeroot

Eupatorium 
rugosum

Throughout the U.S. and 
some parts of Canada in 
moist areas

Erect plants, 1 to 5 foot tall 
with oval serrated leaves 
similar to nettle plants; 
white, tubular flowers

Cardiovascular 
toxin 1% or more 
of body weight 
consumed over a 
1-3 week period

In-coordination, muscle 
tremors and weakness, 
sweating

Yellow star 
Thistle

Centaurea 
solstitialis

Eastern, Western and 
Southern U.S.

Branching annual with finely 
haired leaves, yellow flowers 
with stiff spinney bracts

Neurological toxin, 
large amounts over 
30 to 90 days

Twitching of lips, involuntary 
chewing motions, difficulty 
eating and drinking

Yew Taxus spp  
*various 
species

Throughout North 
America

Ornamental evergreen 
shrub or small tree 
with narrow leaves, 
inconspicuous flowers, 
bright red or yellow fruit

Cardiac glycosides; 
.5% of body weight 
is often fatal, often 
from trimmings

Colic, difficulty breathing, 
trembling, bloody diarrhea, 
collapse
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About the author:
Lisa Ross-Williams is a natural horse care consultant 
and host of the If Your Horse Could Talk webcast 
available at www.naturalhorsetalk.com. She has 
completed the Basic Veterinary Homeopathy course 
through the British Institute of Homeopathy, holds 
a degree in environmental plant science, and is an 
Equine Iridology Technician. Lisa is the Publisher/ 
Editor-In-Chief of Natural Horse Magazine and 
the author of the award winning book, 
Down-To-Earth Natural Horse Care available 
at www.down-to-earthnhc.com. Lisa is also 
the co-creator of Equi-Spirit Toys & Tools™, 
www.equi-spirit-toys.com

 
 

• Selenium-accumulating 
plants found in high 
selenium regions such as 
North and south Dakota, 
Utah, montana, colorado, 
and Wyoming can poison 
horses if consumed. These 
include wheatgrass, barley, 
wheat, and some species 
of milkvetch.

• Nitrate-accumulating plants 
can contain more than 1.5% 
nitrate, which is taken up 
through the soil and can be 
lethal. common plants are 
oat grass hay, sudan grass, 
sorghum, Johnson grass, 
and some weeds such as 
Russian thistle, pigweed, 
and nightshades.

• Stringhalt (a condition 
characterized by an 
abnormal gait that exhibits 
high stepping of the rear 
legs) is associated with 
eating plants such as false 
dandelion (Hypochaeris 
radicata) and wild winter 
pea (lathyrus hirsutus.)

Red Pony Productions, LLC
can provide all your corporate event and 

media presentation scenic needs. We offer 
design and fabrication of custom sets from 

concept to reality as well as a variety of stock 
rental sets to fit your visions and budget.

Why does Red Pony lead the herd in excellence? That's simple. 
Because we exceed the expectations of our valued 

clients over and over again.

•design and faBRiCaTion of CusTom 
seTs, exPo sTages and BooTHs
including custom backdrops and banners.

• seT insTaLLaTion
Professional installation at either our set or yours.

• PRojeCT managemenT seRviCes
Help keep your project on track with a liaison 
between scenic, lighting, audio, etc.

• CusTom Logos, PRoPs and THemed 
evenT sCeniC

http://www.redponyproductionsllc.com
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PEacEFuL PassINgs

by Kathleen Prasad

honoring the sPeCiaL aniMaL souLs 
Who have touChed our Lives

Goodbye & Thank You, 
My Sweet  Prince, 
Shawnee

Photo: Lexie C
ataldo.

To understand the soul of a horse is the closest 
human beings can come to knowing perfection.

– Author Unknown
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it’s been a tough week. Last thursday, 
my horse shawnee, the first horse 

i ever called my own, and the horse 
who’s been with me for sixteen and a 
half years, colicked. i rushed to the 
ranch to be with him, along with my 
amazing vet sandy and also my friend 
becca, and shared reiki with him all 
day. at one point he seemed to be 
improving, but by the evening he was 
going downhill badly. under a beautiful 
starry sky on a mild fall evening, we 
said goodbye.
I’m so grateful I was able to spend his last day with him. I am grateful 
for my Animal Reiki meditation practice—that it allowed me to still see 
his inner light, despite the struggle his physical body was facing. That 
I could stand with him heart-to-heart, souls connected, together. These 
were truly, precious moments of presence. 

And though he has left his body, and though my heart will never be the 
same for missing him, I know his light goes on. And I am grateful that 
he is at peace and no longer in pain.

Two days later, I was scheduled to teach Reiki 2 at Lily’s Legacy Sanc-
tuary in Petaluma. Still feeling quite shaky and teary, I wasn’t sure 
how the day would go. I resolved to put it all aside and just focus on 
the meditation practices with the students. As the day went on and we 
spent more time in meditation—both with each other and also with the 
dogs—I felt an amazing transformation happening inside my heart. 
Sadness was dissolving into peace. Not because I was trying to make 
that happen, but because I was just focusing on the meditations. By the 
end of the day, my heart felt so tranquil that I decided to go back to the 
ranch after class to say goodbye.

I stood at the place where last we parted, and whispered many heartfelt 
thank-you’s:

Thank you for choosing me that special day so many years ago. In doing 
so, you opened the door for me to become a horsewoman, something 
I’d always wanted since I was a little girl. Thank you for your dignified 
presence in my life. Your proud and stoic nature carried you through 
to the very end. Thank you for your solid, steady friendship and for 
keeping me safe on our many trail adventures over the years. Thank you 
for your acceptance of the times I couldn’t visit you when I was sick—
and for bringing me peace during that time through dreams of riding 
together. Thank you for being such an amazing Equine Reiki Teacher 
to me, even to your very last moment! You helped me to remember 
that love is the most powerful force in the universe, and truly, love 
never dies. Thank you for your wisdom, your grace, your silliness, your 
kindness. Mostly just for your faithful presence in my life. For being 
you. My heart is forever full from all the love you gave!
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It just so happened that the day I chose to scatter his ashes was Día de 
los Muertos. I decided I wanted to scatter him in his pasture that he 
loved so dearly. As I stood in the pasture, holding his box of ashes, and 
remembering him, the three horses who live there now stopped their 
grazing and came over and stood quietly with me, breathing their warm 
breath on my arms and shoulders. It was as if they were saying to me, 
“Everything is okay. We are here to help you with this important task. 
You can do this.” I felt so peaceful with them, and my heart was warmed 
by their compassion. They even brought a smile to my face at that very 
difficult moment. How amazing that these three young geldings who 
hardly know me, (all are recently rescued from the racetrack to be therapy 
horses for the Square Peg Foundation adaptive riding program for 
autistic kids), would take time to come and stand with me, supporting 
me with their beautiful open hearts! The beauty and kindness of the 
heart of the horse is too big to measure.

When we got home, my daughter made a beautiful ofrenda to honor 
Shawnee, using an apple from his favorite tree, his hay cubes, a bit of his 
sweet feed that he loved, a photo from a dressage show where we got a 
blue ribbon about fifteen years ago, as well as marigold petals and more. 
All in all, it was such a special day, and a time to remember that love 
never dies: we are always connected by the heart and by our beautiful 
memories. Rest in Peace, dear Shawnee. Always. How lucky I am that 
my life was blessed by your presence for so many years!

It was as if they were saying 
to me, “Everything is okay. 

We are here to help you with this 
important task. You can do this.”

Kathleen scattering Shawnee’s ashes.
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sILENTLy sPEakINg

I had shared Reiki* sessions with him a num-
ber of times over the course of the previous 
few weeks. After each session, his human had 
reported that Buddy was feeling better. The 
wound was healing, and he had begun to climb 
out of his depression. 

On this day, at the end of the session, I heard 
him speak three words—clearly, unmistakably: 
“I love you.”

Ph
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o:
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ab

y.

You Can 
   Hear THem

by Pam Sourelis

(If you stop, breathe, and listen with your heart)

I remember the first time I heard an animal speak. I was standing in 
the living room of my Chicago apartment, sharing a distance Reiki 

session with Buddy, an elderly palomino quarter horse who lived 
in Kentucky. Buddy had been bitten by a brown recluse spider some 
months earlier, and despite numerous treatments—both conventional 
and complementary—he hadn’t gotten better. His wound was a 
long, deep channel that refused to heal, and he had sunk into a deep 
depression. His human feared that Buddy had lost the will to live.
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Startled, I wondered if I’d actually heard what 
I’d heard. At that point in my life, I wasn’t sure 
if animal communication was real. I knew that 
my riding instructor had used a communicator 
(she’d confided after a lesson that she was a 
little nervous about an upcoming session 
because she was afraid she’d find out her 
horse hated her!), but I didn’t know anyone 
else who’d used one. Was it real? Was it 
silliness? I honestly had no opinion. 

But then I heard a horse tell me he loved me.

Still not fully trusting what I’d heard (I was 
really thrown by this experience), I was 
reluctant to mention it to Buddy’s human when 
I emailed her my Reiki session notes. But, 
timidly (not my normal style), I wrote that 
I thought maybe he might have said “I love you” 
at the end of the session? 

She wrote back, “Of course he loves you! You 
saved his life!” which was an overstatement, 
but still so very nice to hear. 

Once I’d received this affirmation that Buddy 
did love me and that I’d heard him tell me 
so, I began to hear the animals more often 
during Reiki sessions. While it certainly isn’t 
necessary to be a Reiki practitioner to hear 
them, I think it was the quiet of the Reiki 
session, the opening of the heart and quieting 
of the mind, that allowed me to hear. I began 

wondering how much I’d missed all those 
years when I hadn’t stood with animals in 
quiet openness. 

Still, I didn’t refer to myself as an animal 
communicator, didn’t add it to my business 
card for over a year and a half. I wasn’t sure 
that I could hear on command—in fact, I was 
sure that I couldn’t. I just heard what I heard  
in bits and snatches, always without trying. 

That turned out to be the key: not trying. I had to 
learn to listen with my heart, not my head. And 
while I was learning to do that, I had to learn 
how to distinguish between what the animal 
was saying and what my own head was saying. 
I had to learn to quiet my inner chatter. I began 
to understand that if I wasn’t sure if bits that I’d 
heard were coming from the animal or from me, 
I needed to ask the question again, maybe using 
different words. And I could, had to, check in 
with my body: How did the words feel? 

After a couple of years, I joined a Yahoo! group 
(this was before FB) called, simply, Animal 
Communication. I was thinking it would be a 
place to talk with other animal communicators. 
But it turned out to be a place where people 
fretted about not being able to hear anything. 
Person after person would lament in block 
letters that they were TRYING and TRYING, 
but they just COULDN’T HEAR their animals.  
 
Hush, I wanted to say. Stop yelling. Stop 
fretting. Stop trying. Hush. 

TrY THIS: The next time you 
go to see your horse—even if you’ve rushed 
to the barn from work or you have to be 
somewhere in a couple of hours—slow down, 
breathe. Stand with your feet slightly apart so 
that you are in balance. Then gently place your 
hands on your horse’s side. Anywhere, gently. 
Be sure your hands are soft, not gripping 
or poking. Breathe. Soon you will naturally 
synchronize your breath with your horse’s 
breath. You have nowhere to go. Nothing to 
do. This is all that matters. 

At some point, the floodgates opened. When 
speaking with clients’ animal loves, I was 
receiving deeply personal, intense messages 
from the animals about their relationships with 
their human companions, about issues around 
death and dying, about pain and fear, about joy. 

Conversations were helping to solve problems. 
A horse who needed to be moved from a 
barn because he was destroying the fencing 
(which he’d already been kicked out of other 
barns for doing) and who distrusted men and 
hated loading, was going to be moved in a 
small trailer by a man. After our conversation, 
the horse loaded beautifully, moved into the 
new barn, and never damaged any of the fencing.

Ziggy

Tara
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Conversations were revealing problems that the 
human hadn’t been aware of. A cat told me that 
the reason he wasn’t using the litter box was 
because he was trying to get his human’s atten-
tion, that she was stressed, overcommitted, that 
she needed to get back to her art. I had no idea 
if the human was an artist and hoped that I’d 
heard correctly. The human told me that I had. 
And that her cat was right.
 
I started hearing my own animals, too—asking 
me if I was coming home, alerting me to a 
challenge coming my way, offering help, asking 
for help. I had always, always loved animals, 
but the relationships I was now able to 
create with them were something I had never 
experienced before.  

I believe that each of us—every single one of 
us—is born with the ability to communicate 
with other species. I believe that all children are 
able to do this—until adults convince them that 
they can’t.

TrY THIS: Think of a time 
when you knew what your animal companion 
wanted (your horse or your dog, your cat, your 
bird). Your companion may have used body 
language, a cocked head, a dash to the door, a 
whimper, a tossed head, a look. 

Write a list. Don’t censor. Just write as many 
times as you can remember when you felt 
a quiet connection to an animal—yours or 
someone else’s, domestic or wild—when you 
knew, or sensed, what the animal was asking. 
No example is silly; no example is common-
place. Every one of them is special. Don’t 
censor. Don’t judge. Just write.

Some of you are wondering why any of this 
matters. Why do you need to be writing lists 
and breathing with your horse? If you have a 
question about what your animal is thinking, 
you can always hire a communicator. Or 
you can just guess because . . . really? Animal 
communication? 

Well, sure, you don’t have to do any of this. Or 
maybe you need to think about it, do it another 
time. But I hope you’ll try these exercises 
at some point because the knowledge and 
connection you will gain as you learn to 
quiet your mind and listen to your animals is 
an amazing gift.

A couple of days ago, I was putting a fly 
mask on my sweet mare, Tara, when I heard 
her say, “You need to spend more time with me.” 

She was right, and so I said, “Tomorrow. 
I promise.”

The next morning, she said it again: “You need 
to spend more time with me.”

I said, “Yes, of course, tonight.”

That evening, after Tara finished her dinner, 
I went into her stall and just stood with her, 
gently stroking her neck and withers, her 
shoulders, her chest. She closed her eyes. I 
rested my head on her shoulder. I stroked her. 
I found myself slowly breathing with her. 
 
When she let me know she was ready to go 
back outside, I stepped away. Calm, grounded, 
I realized how stressed I’d been the previous 
couple of weeks (meeting writing deadlines, 
letting go of a beloved piece of land). I realized 
that when she’d said, “You need to spend more 
time with me,” she’d meant just that. I was the 
one in need. 

A few weeks ago, my rescue dog, Ziggy, who 
has PTSD that he’s been managing really well, 
had a minor episode, and curled himself into 
the corner of the couch, trembling. When he 
first came to live with me in December, he 
had frequent episodes. I would calm him with 
my Reiki hands, sometimes two or three times 
a day. But he hadn’t done this for so long 
that I was caught off guard. Distraught, I 
wondered how long he would have to endure 
this affliction.  

“Ziggy,” I said, “When this happens to you, 
what can I do? 

“Just breathe,” he said. 

Sitting a few feet from him on the couch, 
I slowed my breath, holding space for him 
until the episode passed.

Later, I understood that when he said my 
breathing would help him, he was talking about 
our interconnectedness, the way our moods and 
fears and quirks affect each other because we 
live so closely together, because we love each 
other so much.  

TrY THIS: Think of a time you 
learned something from an animal. This could 
be a single incident or a more extended period of 
time. Writing always helps me to remember. That 
might work for you. Or maybe drawing works 
better for you. Or talking about it with a friend. 
Don’t censor. Anything you remember is right.  
 
 
When we allow ourselves to hear them, when 
we believe and honor what we hear, our 
relationships with our animal loves deepen. 
And, no surprise, our relationships with our 
human loves deepen as well, as do our 
relationships with ourselves. This deep listening 
affects every aspect of our lives, nourishing 
us, enriching us. 

One more thing about Buddy, the horse who 
told me he loved me, the thing that helped to 
convince me that animal communication is 
real: I always ended my Reiki session notes 
with, “Give Buddy a hug for me.” One day, 
Buddy’s human wrote that Buddy was not a 
demonstrative guy (his nickname was The 
General), that he didn’t like being hugged. But 
if she approached him and said “This hug is 
from Pam,” he would graciously allow her to 
wrap her arms around his neck. 

* Reiki (pronounced ráy-key) is a gentle healing 
practice. It can be done in person, with gentle 
touch, or from a distance.  

About the author:
Pam Sourelis is a professional Animal 
Communicator, Reiki practitioner, practitioner 
of Neuromuscular Retraining, teacher, and writer, 
who has been assisting animals and their humans 
for 20 years. You can learn more about Pam’s 
work on her website: WingedHorseHealing.com

http://www.wingedhorsehealing.com
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The BarefooT 
Trimmer

Natural Horse Careers:

(Part 3 of 3)
by Jennie Kramer
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As natural horse keeping grows in popularity, 

so too does the need for qualified hoof care 

professionals who honor the principles of wholistic 

care. The trade of the hoof care provider is an 

ancient one, yet the horse’s role shift from vehicle 

of war and beast of burden to recreation partner 

and companion has ensured the need for competent 

hoof care is as great as ever. 
In Volume 20, Issues 3 and 4, we examined careers in holistic health 
care and body work, respectively. In this, the final installment of our 
three-part series, we are pleased to present Phoenix metro area barefoot 
trimmer James Welz. It is our hope that James’ candid replies will answer 
questions for those considering a career in the field and bring greater 
understanding all-around of what it means to be a barefoot trimmer.

NHM: How many years have you been practicing?

Welz: I have been practicing full time since 2001, so that is 17 years now.

NHM: Describe your schooling/ training:

Welz: I attended German veterinarian Dr. Hiltrud Strasser’s first one-year 
course for North American students in 2000-2001, which was the first 
holistic barefoot educational program available. After studies in both 
Canada and Germany, I graduated in May 2001 in Tuebingen, Germany, 
with a certificate from the European School of Hoof Orthopedics 
(ESHOP). Further studies included wild horse hooves, Jaime Jackson’s 
research, and Dr. Robert Bowker’s research.

NHM: What are some of your greatest day-to-day challenges? 
Rewards? 

Welz: The greatest challenges are working with horses who could 
potentially benefit the most from an improvement in hoof health—even 
possibly saving their life—but the owner simply lacks the understanding 
or resources to commit to the program. It is hard to turn away when you 
know you can help!

The greatest rewards are the owners who stick with it—and horses who 
were diagnosed with, for example, terminal navicular and end up having 
long, productive lives as riding and even competition horses.

NHM: What would you say the career outlook for hoof care 
professionals looks like?

Welz: As long as there are horses being kept as friends and companions, 
for pleasure or competition, there will be a demand for quality hoof care. 
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“The greatest rewards are the owners who stick with it…” – James Welz.

http://www.hoofhelponline.com/
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NHM: Describe an average day for someone in your field.

Welz: The day begins early, depending on how much travel is required 
to the first location. The areas that I service regularly include locations 
up to an hour and a half away, plus occasional day trips up to three hours 
away. The majority of horses that I trim are located within a shorter drive 
of less than an hour. Since I trim for various horse keepers, including 
those boarding at stables, often I am visiting a location for only one horse, 
which adds extra time between horses to get to the next location. My wife 
organizes the scheduling, and we try to group horses in the same area 
together. On a typical day, I will trim 8-10 horses. Each horse usually 
takes around ½ hour of time. With driving time, that’s a full day!

NHM: salary range for a full-time practitioner?

Welz: Trim prices will vary quite a bit, according to the area of the 
country. There will also be many expenses, including gas and tools. But 
working hard full time, it should be fairly easy to gross $80,000-100,000 
per year.

NHM: If you could do one thing differently with regard to your 
career, it would be…

Welz: Not accumulating debt, and saving more money for retirement.

NHM: Words of advice for aspiring practitioners?

Welz: Learn all you can from a wide range of sources. Seek good 
science-based information from those who are on the cutting edge of equine 
hoof research. Learn all you can from the leading experts who initiated 
the barefoot movement, and realize that this is still an emerging field, with 
more to discover!

FINAl THougHTs…
Challenging. Rewarding. Flexible. These are just some words to describe 
the natural hoof care profession. With a growing trend toward natural 
horse keeping, and millions of horses being kept in the United States 
alone, the opportunity to earn a respectable living exists for those willing 
to work for it. 

Not sure if natural trimming is the career for you? No worries! Many 
short courses exist, and are designed as an introduction to the art of natural 
trimming. From there, you can choose from dozens of programs and 
apprenticeships to find one that fits your lifestyle, goals, and budget. Links 
to help get you started can be found below, courtesy of The Horse’s Hoof.

Whether your interest is homeopathic healthcare, wholistic training, 
bodywork, hoof care, or something else entirely, the time is ripe for those 
wishing to take their interest in natural horse care to a new level. We hope 
this series of interviews has answered your questions and inspired you to 
be the change you wish to see in the horse industry. Make 2019 the year 
you step into a new career—the world needs the gifts you have to share! 

ADDITIoNAl ResouRces
locate a professional barefoot trimmer:
www.thehorseshoof.com/trimmerlocate.html
For general information, clinicians, and more!
www.thehorseshoof.com/links.html
Hoof education membership website:
http://hoofhelponline.com
learn more about James Welz:
http://thehorseshoof.com/jameswelz.html

About the author:
Jennie Kramer is a writer and editor based in Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania. 
She holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Agronomy and Environmental 
Science and possesses over a decade of horse farm management experience. 
She is also the senior editor of Natural Horse Magazine. Jennie can be reached 
at Kramer_jl@yahoo.com
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HERBs FOR HEaLTH

Horses who experience several of these stress 
factors may offer daily signs to us such as 
constant agitation, pawing, cribbing, stall weaving, 
excessive tail swishing or pinned ears. Stress 
will also appear as constant fear, with the body 
tense, tail up, and eyes wider than normal. When 
a horse is either agitated or fearful because of 
stress factors, many safe calming herbs can be 
utilized in the diet to improve behavior, treat 
injury and pain, add nutrients and improve 
immunological and biological functions in 
the horse’s system. These calming herbs can 
be utilized as adaptogens, to treat or “adapt” 
the whole body to stress on a daily basis so 
biological functions adjust, or they can be used 
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to Manage 
StreSS 
in HorSeS

Calming Herbs

by Susan Livesey

Horses are individuals who do not see the world as we do. A 
horse’s very survival depends on the way they see this world 

(as a prey animal) and on their inherent fight-or-flight mechanism. 
When a horse’s needs are not met in their immediate environment, 
stress can result from four primary factors: an innate response 
to survival that has been either damaged or overstimulated by 
learned behaviors from past adverse events, like PTSD or damaging 
training; injury from mechanical stress that can cause such things as 
lameness, inflammation, pain or swelling; nutritional or metabolic 
deficiencies that cause stress on the system because physical needs 
have not been met; and finally, immunological or genetic stress 
from diseases like epilepsy or high stress-cortisol levels in the body. 
Instead of utilizing damaging man-made chemicals like sedatives 
or giving up on an animal altogether, safe calming herbs can be 
incorporated into an effective stress treatment plan that can offer 
solutions to many problems horses experience. 
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when stress and agitation are too high because 
of coming events such as a visit from the vet or 
farrier or during stressful trailer hauling.

The following are some of the best calming 
herbs to help horses adapt to stressful situa-
tions. These herbs have been used for thousands 
of years in alternative veterinary medicine, have 
undergone significant scientific research and 
chemical property evaluations, and can easily 
be sourced and utilized by horsemen today.

ashwagandha root (Withania somnifera) is 
utilized in Ayurveda, the ancient Hindu system 

of medicine, and is one of the elite herbal 
medicines reputed to promote physical and 
mental health in both animals and humans. 
Ashwagandha is specific for a wide range 
of conditions because it will strengthen the 
body’s resistance to stress and is known as an 
adaptogen that is in the nightshade family.

Ashwagandha is a pungent herb with a sweet 
flavor that stimulates digestion, improves 
circulation, clears mucus, strengthens and 
nourishes the nervous system. Scientific research 
has shown ashwagandha to possess anti-in-
flammatory, anti-tumor, anti-stress, antioxidant, 
immunomodulatory, hemopoietic and rejuvenating 
properties. It also has been shown to exert a 
positive influence on the endocrine, cardio-
pulmonary and central nervous systems. In 
physical stress protection and stress reduction 
in animals, ashwagandha has demonstrated 
anti-stress and anabolic activities that coun-
teracted many biological changes induced by 
extreme stress, including changes in blood sugar, 
adrenal function and stress-cortisol levels along 
with cardioprotective and anticoagulant activities 
that increase blood flow to painful areas. 

Utilized in a stress formula or as a singular 
adaptogenic herb for horses, ashwagandha is 
well suited to most stress-induced symptoms 
and will take about 2-3 weeks to have a positive 
effect on the horse’s behavior. Most horses will 
eat the ground powder in bran or a grain for-
mula because of its sweet taste. Horses can be 
given 3-5 tablespoons of powder once or twice 
per day or given 2 tablespoons of tincture. If 
an alcohol tincture is utilized, the alcohol will 
burn off in a cup of hot water, leaving the herbal 
constituents in place; this can be added to feed. 
Tinctures can also be squirted directly into the 
horse’s mouth.

Skullcap (Scutellaria  lateriflora) is native 
to North America and in the mint family. For 
centuries, herbalists have recognized skullcap 
as an effective herbal nervine for chronic and 
acute cases of nervous tension or anxiety or to 
help relieve pain from nerve related injury or 
disease. Historically, skullcap has been used to 
treat epilepsy, seizures, convulsions, multiple 
sclerosis, tremors, anxiety and even as a cure 
for rabies in the 18th century. Scientific studies, 
although not enough have been conducted 
on skullcap, have found that the chemistry of 
skullcap varies considerably between species, 
but all species used in herbal medicine contain 
scutellarin, a flavonoid compound that has been 
shown to possess both sedative and antispas-
modic qualities similar to Chinese skullcap or 
Scutellaria baicalensis utilized in TCM or tra-
ditional Chinese medicine, an anti-viral nervine. 
 
Skullcap is especially effective for general 
nervousness and excitability in dogs, cats and 
horses, and for any condition characterized by 
oversensitivity of the peripheral nerves. It helps 

relieve nervous tension related to nerve pain 
or a traumatic experience, which many horses 
have experienced in their lifetimes as injury 
while in fight-or-flight mode. Skullcap acts to 
moderate an animal’s response to physical or 
non-physical stimuli and helps to alleviate 
general restlessness, nervous pacing, itching, 
chewing, pawing, twitching, cribbing or other 
adverse, anxious behavior. Skullcap, unlike 
valerian (below), will not have a sedative 
effect on a horse and, like ashwagandha, supports 
digestion and is a very safe herb when purchased 
from a reputable supplier where the herbs are 
grown or Certified USDA Organic and are tested 
analytically so no adulterations are present.

When using skullcap for horses in a calming 
formula for anxiety, restlessness, chewing, 
excessive scratching, teeth grinding or for 
epileptic seizures, I usually combine it with 
other herbs like passionflower and oatstraw 
or an adaptogen like ashwagandha, because it 
will have a synergistic effect and complement 
other calming herbs. Skullcap is expensive but 
worth the addition in a formula and is safe for 
horses. Reports of hepatotoxicity that fueled 
earlier controversies over the use of skullcap 
were found to have been adulterated with 
germander, an inexpensive look-a-like plant that 
can be damaging to the liver. Alone, skullcap 
can be given as a dry leaf or in a powder form 
in feed at 3-5 tablespoons per horse 2-3 times 
per day. Since there are few studies done in 
pregnant animals, skullcap should be avoided 
during gestation since it might have a relaxing 
effect on the uterus.

Passionflower (Passiflora incarnata) is 
a beautiful vine with showy flowers from the 
Americas in the Passiflora family. Passion-
flower has a mild hypnotic, sedative, antispas-
modic and pain relieving effect that combines 
well with skullcap. Passionflower is used for 
seizures, hysteria or panic in horses, dogs, cats, 
humans; epilepsy; neuralgia; insomnia; and 
to calm spasmodic asthma. Native Americans 
used passionflower to treat wounds, earaches 
and liver problems. It was introduced to the 
Spanish by Native Peruvians who named the 
plant because of the resemblance of the number 
of flower parts to a crucifix, or symbols of the 
last days of Jesus. Passionflower can be used 
safely in horses as a calming herb with no 
reported side effects. However, excessive doses 
may cause sedation and may potentiate the 
action of MAOI therapy (used for conditions 
such as depression and for Parkinson’s disease). 
Since passionflower has shown stimulate activity 
in the uterus in animal studies, it should not be 
used with pregnant animals.

In calming formulas, I combine passionflower 
with skullcap, oatstraw and a stress reducing 
adaptogen such as ashwagandha, to have 
an enhanced and synergistic effect with the 
other herbs. 

Herbal Formula used for epilepsy in horses because of its 
calming effect on the brain and central nervous system.

Ashwagandha, as purchased from retailers, utilized as an 
adaptogen for horses to lower stress cortisol and support 
their bodily functions.
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Alone, passionflower can be used as a powder 
or dried flower at 3-5 tablespoons 2-3 times per 
day, per horse in feed.

oatstraw (Avena sativa) is grown throughout 
the world and its medicinal properties are 
related to those of wild oats that you find in 
many pastures or wild grassy places. Herbal-
ists use the post-flowering tops or “milky oats” 
before the seed matures and refer to them as 
oatstraw. Oatstraw improves nerve function, is 
anti-inflammatory and nutritive and is best used 
as a nervous tonic for aging or debilitated horses 

or animals. The herb also contains considerable 
protein, vitamins, minerals that are essential to 
health maintenance (calcium, manganese, iron, 
copper, and zinc), along with alkaloid, sterol 
and flavonoid constituents that act together to 
stabilize highs and lows and optimize nervous 
system functions. When fed in moderation to 
animals with chronic nervousness, oatstraw has 
a calming effect, but when fed to debilitated 
animals, it tends to stimulate the nervous system.

In a calming formula, oatstraw can be combined 
with skullcap, valerian, passionflower to treat 
nervousness or even epileptic seizures. Horses 
can be fed a small handful of dried oatstraw 
daily at a rate of 3-5 tablespoons of the dried 
herb, but too much can cause excitability. A 
cupful or handful of organic oatmeal or rolled 
oats can be added to a horse’s daily diet to add 
beneficial vitamins and minerals and will have 
other health benefits, also. 
 
Valerian (Valeriana officinalis) from North 
America is one of the most widely recognized 
herbal sedatives or calming herbs. As a sedative, 
valerian works safely and gently to help calm 
the nerves and promote relaxation. Valerian 
does not induce an altered state as a chemical 
sedative would. It is used for nervous anxiety, 
insomnia in people, to help the body relax in 
the presence of physical pain, as an antispas-

modic, anticonvulsive, to expel intestinal gas, 
and lower blood pressure. It is useful in calming 
a companion animal during thunderstorms, 
during trips to the vet or horseshow, and in 
helping a horse rest after surgery. When used 
for epileptic seizures in animals, it will reduce 
the frequency and severity of these seizures. 
Valerenic acid and valerenal acid work similar-
ly to the drug phenobarbital, a central nervous 
system depressant that is used as an anticonvul-
sive that can also damage liver function. The 
herb has been shown to inhibit production of an 
enzyme that breaks down gamma-aminobutyric 
acid (GABA), which is responsible for inhib-
iting and regulating neurotransmissions in the 
brain that can circumvent a seizure. When used 
as a sedative for horses, it is most effective in 
small doses, utilized several times per day over 
a period of several days. Valerian is especially 
effective when used in anticipation of a stress-
ful event, such as a horse show or hauling. For 
horses, valerian root will help reduce anxiety 
and nervousness without causing drowsiness 
or affecting physical performance. Sometimes, 
a small percentage of humans and animals will 
have an opposite experience with valerian and 
it can act like a stimulant rather than a sedative. 
Horses can be fed a liquid alcohol or vegetable 
glycerin tincture at 2 tablespoons by mouth or 
in feed or 3-5 tablespoons of the dried powder 
or ground root. Because valerian has a distinct 

Gizmo (caretaker Aine Bergin) experienced extreme stress from a traumatic experience 
and nutritional deficiencies. He had high stress-cortisol levels and ultimately lost his tail. 
He is being fed the Stress and Calm with Coat Support Herb Formula and is recovering 
well, with none of the previously noted agitation. His behavior is calm and he is relaxed 
around people.

Natural Sage Stress and Calm Herbal Support used for 
“Gizmo.”

www.naturalsage.com
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odor, one that is reminiscent of dirty socks, 
many horses will not eat a formula with vale-
rian root. When this happens, the tincture can be 
squirted into the side of the horse’s mouth on the 
back of the tongue or vegetable glycerin and/ or 
organic maple syrup can be added to the feed 
with the herb in it to make it more palatable to 
sensitive horses. With many horses, especially 
those with epilepsy, I will use skullcap, pas-
sionflower, oatstraw and ashwagandha instead 
of valerian root to make sure the horse will 
eat the formula. 

Essential oil formulas with valerian root and 
other organic essential oils such as Sweet 
Marjoram, Vetiver, Petitgrain, and Sweet 
Orange (as found in Natural Sage Calming 
Oils) make an effective stress reducing agent 
since they can easily be applied topically to 
the horse’s neck or forehead and will enter 
the blood-brain barrier immediately, which will 
induce a calming response from the animal.

Last but not least, German chamomile 
(Matricaria recutita) is cultivated worldwide, 
native to Europe and Asia, is an antispasmodic 
that expels intestinal gas, stimulates digestion, 
heals wounds, expels parasites and works as a 
mild sedative that is safe, gentle and effective 
with a broad spectrum of attributes. Chamomile 
is a safe adjunct to use in the case of digestive 
upsets due to nervousness and hyperexcitability 
caused by stress. Its medicinal constituents 
are complex and work synergistically with 
one another. Apigenin, chamazulene, and 
its precursor matricin, and other volatile oil 
constituents have been shown to have strong 
antispasmodic agents, ease nervous spasms, 
help to expel gas, aid in the production of bile 
to improve digestion and reduce inflammation, 
which is good for acute and chronic gastric 
disorders, inflammatory bowel disease, and 
inflammatory skin conditions. 

When I make formulas for calming and stress, 
I utilize chamomile because horses like the 
taste and it also assists with digestion and can 
prevent colic. Chamomile is one of the safest 
herbs in existence, but some humans and even 
animals can have allergies to the constituents in 

chamomile. As a precaution, chamomile should 
not be used in pregnant animals since studies 
have shown that excessive use can contribute to 
fetus reabsorption or inhibit fetus growth.
 
Calming herbs can be utilized alone or in a 
formula to treat many adverse symptoms horses 
exhibit from agitation, nervousness and pain. 
An effective formula can be utilized in equal 
parts of ashwagandha, skullcap, passionflower, 
oatstraw, and chamomile and can be fed to 
horses on a long- or short-term basis when 
treating the many symptoms of chronic or acute 
stress, pain from injury, and nerve damage or 
epilepsy. When mixing formulas, I also add 
organic herbs for skin, coat and digestion 
depending on the horse’s condition, such as 
dandelion leaf/ root, burdock root and flax seed.

All herbs mentioned in this article can easily 
be sourced online at herb retailers/ wholesalers 
like Starwest Botanicals, Sacramento, CA.; 
Mountain Rose Herbs, Oregon; Pacific Botanicals, 
Oregon. Organic stress, calming and epilepsy-/ 
seizure-prevention formulas along with organic 
calming oils for horses and other animals can 
be purchased from Natural Sage herbs online 
at www.Naturalsage.com

About the author:
Susan Livesey M.S., is a Biologist/ Herbalist 
and developer of organic/ holistic products 
and herbal formulas for animal clients and 
owns Natural Sage. Her experience in the field 
includes over 40 years as an adjunct professor, 
teacher of Animal and Plant Sciences, researcher 
and writer. Susan has raised and shown Quarter 
horses her entire life and is a NRCHA Futurity 
Pro-Am and Amateur World Champion, and 
winner of many Year-end Cutting Championships 
as well as a past NRCHA All-around 
World Champion. 

Natural Sage Calming Oils can be utilized topically and 
will enter blood brain barrier to have a calming effect 
on horses.

AdAptogens: 
Any of various 

natural substances 
used in herbal 

medicine to 
normalize and 

regulate the systems 
of the body. 

www.dictionary.com

Listen to the 
natural Horse talk 

podcast with susan about 
calming herbs for stress. 

https://vimeo.com/308575315

http://www.naturalhorse.com
https://vimeo.com/308575315
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HaNDs ON

What is Reiki?
Reiki is a meditative system founded in Japan in the early 1900s. It uses 
several specific practices to nurture mindfulness and presence, with the 
goal of healing ourselves and those around us. Practicing Reiki is like 
dropping a pebble of peace into the pond of our own inner being and 
watching the healing ripples spread outward to others. Sharing Reiki with 
your horse is about creating a space of peace within yourself and radiating 
that outward so that your horse can share it with you. This is not so easy, 
especially when our horse may be going through anxiety, fear or other 
emotional or physical issues. But it is possible. 

Reiki’s UniqUe Role
in YoUR hoRse’s Rehab
It’s important to find a vet to help diagnose your horse’s condition, and 
help you determine the best rehabilitation program. Conventional therapies 
will need to know the specific ailment in order to address the symptoms or 
issue head-on. Many alternative therapies also seek to target and heal your 
horse’s specific issue. Reiki is very different, because it doesn’t focus on a 
specific issue or condition. The practice of Reiki is about bringing balance 

to the whole being: body, mind and spirit. The system of Reiki recognizes 
that our bodies are made to heal completely, from the inside out, from the 
root to the surface. Reiki helps put us into a state of rest and wellbeing so 
that our self-healing abilities work at their best! When we can relax into a 
state of balance and wellbeing, we can heal whatever issues we face. 

the space We cReate
Just as fear is contagious, as you can see easily when one horse spooks 
and others may follow, peace is also transmissible to the horses we love.  
The many techniques of Reiki can help us to cultivate inner peace through 
developing compassionate presence for others, and this is the ultimate 
healing gift we can give to our horses who may be ailing.  Sharing peace 
is a powerful tool for transformation and healing.

the best place & time to offeR 
Reiki to YoUR hoRse
Before beginning a Reiki session, it’s good to consider the best place to do 
it. Animal Reiki meditation isn’t done sitting down with eyes closed, but 
can be done standing or even walking with eyes open. You don’t need to 

Reiki
Supporting Your Horse’s Rehab with

by Kathleen Prasad

Yawning is a very common response to connecting in the Reiki space. No physical contact is needed because horses are so sensitive to energy. 
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move your horse to a quiet space or away from his herd. You don’t need to 
avoid feeding time or busy times of the day. Any time of the day is a good 
time to share Reiki with your horse. 

hoW to cReate a space
of peace foR YoUR hoRse
First, let go of your worries about your horse. Try not to focus on what is 
wrong. See deeper: see the perfect beautiful light that is the inner spirit 
of your horse’s being. In other words, see your horse’s heart with your 
heart. Also let go of expectations about what needs to be healed, and how 
that healing should look. Take a moment to feel gratitude that you are 
with your horse in this moment, together, whatever this moment looks like 
(even if it’s difficult). Let your horse know you are there for him now, no 
matter what. 

Now set your intent to create a space of peace to bring comfort to your 
horse. Breathe in and visualize your breath as a beautiful light, filling your 
body all the way into your lower belly. This light is filled with peace and 
harmony. Breathe out and imagine this light can expand out your skin, into 
the area around you. Continue to visualize this breath in and out for several 
minutes. As you breathe, allow any thoughts and worries that come up to 
just float away like clouds in the sky.  

Once you feel peaceful within yourself, relax your breath and simply 
invite your horse to share the space with you. 

When offering Reiki from outside the fence, horses have the opportunity to come close if 
they wish. In this photo Asia the horse relaxes deeply into the meditation with Kathleen’s 
student Joannie.

Donkeys love Reiki too! This is EJ, the mini-donkey. He used to be terrified of people due 
to a traumatic past, however with lots of love and Reiki, he now seeks out physical contact 
and loves to have a Reiki “cuddle.” 
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What to focUs on
DURing the session
Keep your focus on just being present with your horse. If your mind 
wanders, go back to the breath. Eyes should be open, soft focus, taking 
in your horse’s behavior without staring. The more you focus on having 
an open heart, filled with compassion, and letting go of your worries, the 
easier it will be for your horse to connect to you.

What aboUt toUch?
If your horse comes over to you, you can rest your hands on him gently, 
wherever he offers. No need to move your hands, just rest them. If your 
horse wants your hands somewhere specific, he will move and show you. 
If he decides he wants some distance, he will move away. If you do touch 
your horse during Reiki meditation, don’t imagine a beam of light going 
from your hands into your horse. This will make your horse uncomfort-
able, as it brings the focus to what is wrong and brings your intent into 
the negative of “fixing.” Imagine your hands are simply expressions of 
the compassion and love of your heart. Allow any worried thoughts about 
your horse to let go like clouds. Remember, Reiki is about touching hearts, 
not hands.

signs that YoUR hoRse is 
shaRing the Reiki space 
With YoU
Your horse will show you that he is connecting with signs of relaxation 
and wellbeing. He may yawn, sigh, take deep and slow breaths, or lick 
and chew. He may even fall asleep! These are all very positive signs that 
his body, mind and spirit are shifting into a space of balance where he can 
more easily heal himself. 

signs that Reiki has 
helpeD YoUR hoRse
After the session, look for healing shifts—progress in one area or another. 
Any healing shifts that indicate your horse is able to live with more 
peace and balance as he heals will show you that your Reiki meditation 
has helped! Rehab can be a long process, and horses may show signs of 
mental/ emotional stress from layup. Reiki sessions can help your horse 
feel more peace as he heals. If you can, try to practice this meditation at 
least once a day during your rehab program until your horse is fully healed. 

About the author: 
Kathleen Prasad is founder of Animal Reiki Source and president of the 
Shelter Animal Reiki Association (SARA). A Reiki Practitioner since 1998, 
she has taught Reiki to the staff and volunteers of organizations such as 
BrightHaven, Best Friends Animal Society, the San Francisco SPCA, Guide 
Dogs for the Blind, The C.A.R.E. Foundation, The Elephant Sanctuary® and 
Remus Memorial Horse Sanctuary. Kathleen is the author of Everything 
Animal Reiki and Reiki for Dogs. For more information please visit
www.AnimalReikiSource.com or www.ShelterAnimalReikiAssociation.org

case stUDY: Angel
by leah D’ambrosio 
(excerpted from my book Heart to Heart with Horses: 
The Equine Lover’s Guide to Reiki)

Kathleen’s nonprofit, the Shelter Animal Reiki 
Association, shares and teaches Reiki in many 
organizations all over the world. Pregnant Mare 
Rescue (PMR) is one of the horse rescue 
organizations that is open to Reiki. This particular 
day, I went to share Reiki with Angel at PMR. 
Angel was a mare rescued from slaughter by 
PMR with her new foal.

Unfortunately, she had tripped and fallen at 
the sanctuary, and was extremely head-shy; for 
a whole week, the founder of PMR had tried 
without success to take her halter off.

SARA practitioner Kim Slowick and I visited 
PMR one day and went out into the field to share 
Reiki with Angel. One of the main teachings of 
SARA is that animals must always lead the way 
with sessions, so we weren’t sure if Angel would 
even accept Reiki.

Angel’s response was amazing: within five minutes, 
she approached Kim and stood nearby, lowered her 
head, and sighed. Kim reached out to her, and 
Angel smelled her hand and relaxed further. Kim 
and I continued to share Reiki with Angel for about 
forty minutes. At the end of the treatment, the 
founder came into the pasture, gently approached 
Angel, and was able to easily and immediately slide 
the halter off Angel’s head! We knew allowing 
Angel to lead her own Reiki session made all the 
difference in her trust. What an honor to share 
the Reiki space with Angel and witness her 
acceptance and transformation.

Watch a great before- 
and-after video of Reiki:  

https://youtu.be/6qaW5i5bpYo

https://youtu.be/6QaW5I5BPYo
https://www.naturalhorse.com/talkshow.php
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CliCk 
Here

to watch 
video

Holistic Horsekeeping
– Madalyn Ward, dVM
135 F Country Center Drive #252,
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147 
303-575-1170
www.holistichorsekeeping.com

Rather than structured courses with schedules and 
curriculum, Madalyn Ward offers paid access to a 
network of online resources. Forty dollars earns 
you lifetime access, and members have the ability 
to post questions in the forum (answered by Dr. 
Ward), community support from other members, 
and unlimited access to multimedia documents 
for resource and references. 

The convenience of this educational format 
is what appealed to me. I recommend it for 
those looking for something with a less-formal 
structure and more of a self-guided experience.

eleanor M. kellon, VMd 
Equine Nutritional Solutions 
997 Texter Mountain Road
Robesonia, PA 19551
www.drkellon.com  

Dr. Kellon is a DVM with expertise in equine 
nutrition. Through her website, she offers two 
different course styles: a short intensive lasting 
about two and a half weeks ($55) and a wide 

array of longer courses each of which lasts 
approximately two months ($225). 

The shorter courses cover single issues such 
as worming, arthritis, vaccine protocol, and 
anemia. She has structured these courses 
differently, as they are open ended and par-
ticipants will always have access to archived 
information from the courses.

Compared to the shorter intensives, Dr. Kellon 
has structured the longer courses to include 
quizzes at the end of each section and a member- 
exclusive discussion forum designed for com-
ments, questions, and group activity. I took a 
deeper look into her course on Cushing’s and 
insulin resistance. What I appreciated about 
her description of this and her other courses 
was her clarity of intention—to provide the 

Seasons are one of the most beautiful inevitabilities 
of life on Earth, and no matter where you choose to 

call home we all experience that one time of year where 
it just makes more sense to tuck yourself away indoors 
and ride out the storm. When playing outdoors with 
your horse isn’t possible, making the most of this indoor 
time often proves challenging—there are only so many 
books to read, movies to watch, and soups to make 
in the slow cooker. With winter in full swing, I decided 
to take a moment to shed some light on a plethora of 
awesome online educational opportunities that allow us 
to stay up on our horse keeping skills from the comfort 
of our own homes. I chose to look at several different 
websites from individual practitioners with informal online 
discussion platforms, to established schools with rigorous 
course listings, and everything in between. What I found 
was not only a wealth of resources, but that there is 
truly something for everyone, regardless of budget, time, 
or skill. Please enjoy the listings below.

Natural Horse University utilizes a variety of teaching tools including video, articles, photos, audio interviews, 
and video-based PowerPoint presentations in numerous modules. 

Photo: N
atural H
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https://vimeo.com/242254296
http://www.interactiveequinebodywork.com
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tools to understand and differentiate between 
these three (very commonly used) phrases in 
the horse world: obesity, insulin resistance, and 
Cushing’s disease…with a tie-in to laminitis. I 
haven’t taken the course, but can only assume 
she discusses how all four of these conditions 
are related to your horse’s diet and environment.

natural Horse
uniVersity
www.naturalhorseuniversity.com 

Natural Horse University courses focus on 
humane and natural care and training that 
aligns with a horse’s true nature thereby 
improving the relationship between human 
and animal and bringing greater well-being 
to the horse and his world. We want to 
help you make informed decisions for your 
equine partner.

course description
Introduction to Natural Horse Care covers 
the basics of a natural approach to horse care 
including:

Why Consider a Natural Approach
Creating a Natural Environment
Nutrition & Feeding
Equine Dentistry
Introduction to Natural Healing Modalities
Applied Natural Horse Care
Natural Hoof Care
Natural Horsemanship

This is a self-paced online course that incorpo-
rates a variety of teaching tools including video, 
articles, photos, audio interviews, and video-
based PowerPoint presentations in numerous 
modules. Quizzes are taken after each module 
with a final exam at the end of the course. Students 
will be issued a certificate upon successful 
completion of all coursework. 

Why consider a 
natural approach? 
Watch video here: 
www.vimeo.com/ 

158636504  

BritisH institute 
of HoMeopatHy 
www.bihint.com

British Institute of Homeopathy offers 21 online 
courses ranging from Classical Homeopathy to 
Herbal Therapy, Gemmotherapy, Flower Essence 
Study, and Human Sciences. This is a well-es-
tablished institution that caters to anyone—from 
backyard pet enthusiasts to seasoned profes-
sionals looking to expand their knowledge. The 
live Webinar Series sets BIH apart from other 
online homeopathy schools. Buyer beware…

these courses are pricey and intense, ranging 
anywhere from $600 to $3,000 depending 
on the course level and topic of study.

dogs naturally 
acadeMy 
www.dogsnaturallymagazine.com

DNM Academy isn’t just access to holistic 
experts, live videos and health guides...it’s an 
engaged and friendly community of dog lovers, 
ranging from pet caregivers to industry experts. 
But it doesn’t matter what your experience level 
is, all DNM Academy members are ready and 
able to share knowledge, experience, a few bel-
ly laughs...and of course maybe a picture or two 
of their dogs.            

nayana Morag 
www.essentialanimals.com

Nayana Morag specializes in the use of essential 
oils and traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) 
in overall animal health and well-being. Her 
courses are designed for animal guardians of all 
levels, from single-pet keepers, to practitioners, 
veterinarians, and nurses. She offers three levels 
of distance learning coursework on Animal 
PsychAromatica (APA), a brief introductory 
course, a 3-day intensive (APA 1), and a week-
long online course that ties in TCM (APA 2).

The introductory course is self-explanatory; 
it offers newcomers a chance to understand 

A 6-lesson online course in animal reiki is just one of many options for those wishing to further their animal education.

http://www.vimeo.com/158636504
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the basic tools and philosophies of APA. APA 
level 1 is offered as either a 3-day location-
based intensive or in an online format covering 
about 130 hours of coursework. Regardless of 
the format, APA 1 appears to cover the same 
concepts; an in-depth understanding of over 50 
essential oils and their application in the health 
and well-being of your horse, dog, or cat.

penZance 
equine integratiVe 
educational center
3564 Andalusia Blvd.
Cape Coral, FL 33909 
+1 (239) 573-9687
www.horsecourses.net

Penzance Educational Ranch offers educational 
courses in both home and location-based study 
on the comprehensive topic of natural horse 
care. While each course level (100 – 105) 
builds upon the prior units, there is information 
in each module that can be implemented into 
your horse activities instantly and successfully 
regardless of the level of the course.

Penzance Ranch offers a variety of online 
courses including: equine herbs and aroma-
therapy, Bach Flower Remedies, massage, and 
hoof care. 

Registration is flexible and courses can start any 
time, giving students the option to learn on their 
own schedule. Courses are $225 and are divided 

into 10 basic modules. Online lectures, assign-
ments, and quizzes are built into each course 
as well as workshop practicals that follow the 
end of each topic.

I chose to look deeper into the natural hoof care 
courses. Two levels are offered, from basics 
and refreshers for equine caregivers (NHC100) 
to a more in-depth intensive study of hoof and 
leg anatomy that is designed to empower horse 
guardians to trim their own horses (NHC101). 
The courses are 6 and 10 weeks in duration, 
respectively, and each costs $225.

katHleen prasad               
www.animalreikisource.com   
   
Kathleen Prasad offers a multitude of options 
for pet enthusiasts interested in the art of Reiki 
Therapy. Most of her courses are location based, 
however once Reiki 1 is achieved, students can 
sign up for distance learning through correspon-
dence course (price depends on which course). 

institute for equine 
tHerapeutic options
Kerry Ridgeway, DVM
www.drkerryridgway.com
 
Dr. Kerry Ridgway, well-known for his work on 
equine gastric ulcers and much more, operates 
the Institute for Equine Therapeutic Options. 
He has produced several DVDs and workbooks 
that are available for purchase via his online 

store. His insights and information are powerful 
tools for understanding and diagnosing equine 
ulcers, understanding the benefits of massage 
and acupuncture, as well as the equine muscular- 
skeletal system as it pertains to saddle fitting, 
hoof care and dentistry.

Self-empowerment is the take home message 
of this article. As horse keepers it is our 
responsibility to evolve our understanding of 
our animals, and the resources outlined above 
are merely the tip of the iceberg in a sea of 
information available online. I encourage readers 
to take this introduction and dig deeper into the 
topics that are of most interest to them. Feed-
back pertaining to the learnability, quality and 
overall experience will be well received by 
everyone at Natural Horse Magazine as we 
continue to hone in on topics that are of most 
interest to our readers. While we have taken 
the time to validate the information listed 
above, we advise proceeding with a healthy 
dose of caution and rigorous skepticism when 
engaging in any unfamiliar online courses 
that require payment. 

About the author:  
Casey Zarnes is a contributor to Natural Horse 
Magazine and a long-time animal welfare advocate 
currently homesteading on a ranch in rural northern 
California. She can be reached best by email: 
equusport@gmail.com

Although attending clinics is a great learning experience, on-line courses save you money by eliminating travel expenses.
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Please contact us for 
information on advertising your 
natural products and services 
with Natural Horse Magazine.

ads@naturalhorse.com
928-999-5797

Advertisers index

BAck issues

We distribute WorldWide!

Our readers often tell us how much they really 
appreciate the unique ads we run in Natural 
Horse Magazine. That is probably because the 
ads we feature are only horse-friendly products, 
concepts and ideas. Our readers continually 
seek out naturally horse-friendly products and 
services like yours.

 Affordable pricing with options for every budget
 Value-Plus packages including social 

    media exposure
 We take a personal interest in your ad success
 Our readers refer back to their issues 

    often-they are not just read and recycled 
    or thrown away

 We base our business on integrity on every level

Your offerings will be well-received when they 
grace the pages of Natural Horse Magazine – 

whether as a Display Ad, Natural Marketplace Ad, 
or on our busy website as a Web Ad or Video Ad!

“We love your magazine & 
appreciate its worthwhile 
ads for GOOD stuff!”

– A.H., Douglass, KS

“This is THE best magazine that I subscribe to, and I take them all! 
Keep up the good work.”

– G.T., Jupiter, FL
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HorSE ‘n Around
has never been so

much fun!

A design that features a
heavy-duty bladder inside
a durable cover

Improve your imagination 
and rekindle the fun

Free-play or mounted games

Stimulate your horse’s mind,
body and spirit

Six great ball designs
in various sizes and other
exciting toys

Let Your Horse Have a Ball with Equi-SpiritTM Toys & Tools

As seen on Innovation Nation TV Show. To see the episode-http://uverse.com/watch/c___rM7HXy2iif9V

CliCk Here
to watch video

http://www.equi-spirit-toys.com
https://youtu.be/hfTYbZ9ExXk
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